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Natural language interfaces have seen a steady increase in their popularity over the past
decade leading to the ubiquity of digital assistants. Such digital assistants include voice-
activated assistants, such as Amazon’s Alexa, as well as text-based chat bots that can
substitute for a human assistant in business settings (e.g., call centers, retail / banking
websites) and at home. The main advantages of such systems are their ease of use and –
in the case of voice-activated systems – hands-free interaction.
The majority of tasks undertaken by users of these commercially available voice-based
digital assistants are simple in nature, where the responses of the agent are often determined
using a rules-based approach. However, such systems have the potential to support users in
completing more complex and involved tasks. In this dissertation, I describe experiments
investigating user behaviours when interacting with natural language systems and how
improvements in design of such systems can benefit the user experience.
Currently available commercial systems tend to be designed in a way to mimic super-
ficial characteristics of a human-to-human conversation. However, the interaction with a
digital assistant differs significantly from the interaction between two people, partly due to
limitations of the underlying technology such as automatic speech recognition and natural
language understanding. As computing technology evolves, it may make interactions with
digital assistants resemble those between humans. The first part of this thesis explores
how users will perceive the systems that are capable of human-level interaction, how users
will behave while communicating with such systems, and new opportunities that may be
opened by that behaviour.
Even in the absence of the technology that allows digital assistants to perform on a
human level, the digital assistants that are widely adopted by people around the world are
found to be beneficial for a number of use-cases. The second part of this thesis describes
user studies aiming at enhancing the functionality of digital assistants using the existing
level of technology. In particular, chapter 6 focuses on expanding the amount of information
a digital assistant is able to deliver using a voice-only channel, and chapter 7 explores how
expanded capabilities of voice-based digital assistants would benefit people with visual
impairments.
The experiments presented throughout this dissertation produce a set of design guide-
lines for existing as well as potential future digital assistants. Experiments described in
chapters 4, 6, and 7 focus on supporting the task of finding information online, while
chapter 5 considers a case of guiding a user through a culinary recipe. The design recom-
mendations provided by this thesis can be generalised in four categories: how naturally
vi
a user can communicate their thoughts to the system, how understandable the system’s
responses are to the user, how flexible the system’s parameters are, and how diverse the
information delivered by the system is.
vii
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Popular culture has thoroughly explored the idea of communication with digital assistants
using natural language, with HAL 9000 of “2001: A Space Odyssey” and TARS of “In-
terstellar” providing just a few of many examples. Continued technological improvements
have now made this idea a reality – we can finally communicate to computers much like
we do with fellow humans. Increasingly, natural language interfaces, and voice interfaces
in particular, are gaining popularity. For example, a survey conducted by Google in 2014
revealed that out of 1400 people, 55% of teenagers and 41% of adults used voice search
at least once a day [78]. A 2016 study by Ido Guy showed that search queries submitted
over voice resemble natural language questions more so than search queries submitted over
text [84].
Advances in technology also promoted the popularity of digital assistants, such as Ap-
ple’s Siri, Amazon’s Alexa, Microsoft’s Cortana, and Google Assistant. Digital assistants
first emerged with the release of Siri by Apple in 2011 as an iPhone-based application. At
that point a mixed-modality paradigm was presented: Siri could be activated by voice by
uttering a wake word, like “Hey Siri”. It would attempt to answer user’s request through
voice, and in case of falling short of completing the request, Siri would revert to displaying
visual information on the phone screen. Figure 2.4 illustrates an example of an exchange
where a user’s request is addressed by displaying a list of search results on the screen. The
number of such digital assistants worldwide will grow from 2.5 billion today to 8 billion by
2023, according to estimates by Juniper Research [138].
Over time, digital assistants were programmed to fulfil more and more user commands
using voice only, until eventually the concept of a smart speaker was introduced. Amazon’s
Echo and Google Home are examples of these and are shown in Figure 2.2. A smart-speaker
1
based digital assistant is still paired with a screen-based device, such as a smart phone or a
tablet, where visual information can be displayed, but the majority of the interactions are
meant to be conducted using voice only. The popularity of smart speakers has been and is
continuing to grow consistently. The Nielsen agency reported that in the second quarter
of 2018, 24% of US households owned a smart speaker – a 2% increase compared to the
first quarter of 2018 [132]. In January 2020, Voicebot.AI presented the results of a survey
confirming that over a third of US adult population – nearly 90 million people – owned a
smart speaker [40].
In this thesis, I focus on digital assistants. Strictly speaking, programs like Siri and
Alexa provide their users with an opportunity to formulate commands in natural language
and issue them through voice, by speaking out loud, and receiving an audio, or sometimes
text, response. This process often mimics normal human conversation, therefore a term
“conversational assistants” has been coined to describe this technology. A trending exam-
ple of application of digital assistants is “conversational search” – a process which presumes
multiple exchanges between a system and a user in order to retrieve relevant information
from the underlying document corpus (or in a more general scenario, the internet). How-
ever, it has been argued that the term “conversation” assumes a deeper interaction level
than that presented by the current technology and that an interaction between a user and
a digital assistant is “conversation-like”. I agree with this argument, and consider the
term “conversation” not applicable to currently available systems. Instead, I prefer to use
the broader term “dialogue”. The downside of this term is its breadth: many different
processes may be considered a dialogue – issuing text commands in a computer console,
using graphical user interfaces, as well as issuing voice commands to a digital assistant.
There are a number of ways to communicate with a digital assistant, with text (typing
commands) and speech (speaking commands out loud) being the major ones. Through-
out this thesis, I will use terms “text-based assistants” and ”voice-based assistants” or
“voice assistants” to indicate the primary modality in which an assistant operate, whereas
the term “digital assistant” will be used to denote a modality-agnostic assistant. I will
focus on studying interactions with voice-based assistants, except for the experiments re-
ported in chapter 4 where a text-based exchange with an assistant was used to simplify
the experimental setup.
Though currently available voice assistants are a long way away from the functionality
(and malice) of HAL 9000, they are highly integrated with smart home devices, enabling
their users to control lights, thermostats, door locks, etc. using voice-only commands. Mul-
tiple studies found that voice assistants are used for short simple tasks such as setting up
alarms clocks, timers, looking up answers to factoid questions [123, 116] with a noticeable
fraction of voice assistant users using them for the sake of entertainment and amusement.
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Moreover, the integration of voice assistant with smart home devices and the voice-based
interaction they provide, serves as an additional layer of accessibility and provide added
independence to people with disabilities [5, 142].
Voice assistants are excellent tools made possible by mixing a number of recent tech-
nological advances. However, they are not without their limitations. Many marketing
campaigns position voice assistants as a friend in a box that you can “just talk to”. This
creates inflated user expectations which lead to underwhelming experience [116]. After the
first period of curiosity and experimentation, the voice assistant usage tends to taper off.
Users grow disillusioned by the lack of the assistants’ ability to understand their intent,
users identify language that works and stick with it to get reliable responses. Contin-
ued technological advancements are likely to improve problems like speech recognition and
intent identification. My first focus in this thesis is to investigate how user percep-
tion of digital assistants could change if they were not limited by technological
capabilities.
However, even with inflated expectations, voice assistants have proven to be highly
popular among various user groups. The leading reason for people using voice-based as-
sistants is hands-free interaction and therefore the opportunity for multitasking they pro-
vide [116]. Some use cases include assistance during cooking process, lounging on the
couch while choosing a TV channel, and others. A scenario mentioned above, where a
user is redirected from voice-based interaction to a screen-based interaction terminates the
voice-based exchange and breaks down the intended flow. Presenting information through
an audio-only channel is essential for facilitating seamless and complete voice-based inter-
action. Therefore, the second goal of this thesis is to investigate ways in which
voice assistants can expand their voice-only interaction using currently existing
underlying technology.
1.1 Research Questions
This thesis poses two main research questions:
• RQ1: How would users perceive digital agents that could understand them as well
as their fellow humans?
• RQ2: How can we improve interaction using currently available tools?
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In chapters 4 and 5, I tackle RQ1 and explore “the systems that could be” by imitating
them and studying how users react and communicate back to such agents. More specifically,
I ask:
• RQ1-a: Given equal performance, would people choose to communicate with another
person or a digital assistant and why?
• RQ1-b: What opportunities are opened by the language people use?
• RQ1-c: What aspects of digital assistant design are important to consider?
I tackle RQ2 in chapters 7 and 6, where I experiment with systems built using available
tools and address the question of how they can be improved. In particular, I examine how
the process of web search can be conducted using primarily voice for general population
and for people with visual impairments. Therefore I pose the following sub-questions:
• RQ2-a: Does the medium (text/audio) over which search results are delivered affect
the user’s search result preference?
• RQ2-b: What aspects of audio-based search results are important for the accurate
assessment of relevance by the user?
• RQ2-c: How might voice assistants and screen readers be merged to confer the
unique advantages of each technology?
At each step of the investigation, I discovered aspects of system design that emerged
repeatedly and played a role in how the interaction with a digital assistant is assessed by
users. I consider these design elements essential in developing future digital assistants.
By consolidating the results from different user studies, I developed the following thesis
statement:
A productive interaction with a dialogue system critically depends on how naturally a
user can communicate their intent to the system, the understandability of the system’s
responses, the flexibility of the system’s parameters, and the diversity of information
accessible through the system.
I describe each of the aspects in details below while table 1.1 indicates the thesis
chapters in which each of the aspects is addressed.
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Chapter 4 Chapter 5 Chapter 6 Chapter 7
User’s ability to communicate
their intent to the system
x x x x
Understandability of system’s re-
sponses
x x
Flexibility of parameters x x x
Diversity of information x x
Table 1.1: Diagram of the thesis structure. Each chapter covers at least one interaction
aspect.
User’s ability to communicate their intent to the system. Naturalness of inter-
action does not necessarily imply natural language interaction, rather, how an agent’s
functionality matches users’ mental model of it. Here, I note that certain features used in
a human-to-human conversation can be used to enhance the naturalness of the interaction
between an agent and a user. One such feature is contextual awareness. In chapters 4, 6,
and 7, I illustrate that the ability of an agent to keep the memory of the information men-
tioned previously (by both the user and the agent itself) is a positive aspect. For example,
in chapter 4 persistent memory of past interactions allowed participants to forego formu-
lating full self-sufficient questions at every step and instead allowed them to use partial
questions relying on previously appearing information. Furthermore, in chapter 7, partic-
ipants expressed the desire to be able to use the content of an article for navigation, and
in chapter 6, many participants implicitly echoed this sentiment by using content words to
talk about search results they heard. I also argue that if presented with an opportunity,
users will likely take advantage of the functionality borrowing from the human-to-human
conversation. To this point, in chapter 5, I demonstrate that most participants did not
exhibit reluctance to employ language characteristic of human-to-human communication
when interacting with a digital agent.
Understandability of system’s responses. Another part of designing a smooth inter-
action is providing the information back to the user in the form that is easily understood
and interpreted by the user. The requirements for aspect may differ depending on the use
case. For example, in chapter 4, information source was required to interpret the credi-
bility of the information. However, in chapter 6, I present a different outlook, where the
understandability of agent’s responses implies incorporating pauses and tones into an audio
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response.
Flexibility of parameters. To accommodate a variety of user groups as well as individual
users, a system ought to offer a number of settings which can be changed as desired.
Throughout the studies described in this thesis, I found that aspects such as the response
length returned by the agent (chapter 4), the pitch and speed of voice used to generate
auditory responses (chapters 6, 7) are based on preferences. Interestingly, while certain
parameters such as answer length can be individual, others, such as speech rate, can be
specific to a user group – people with visual impairments will likely prefer audio played at
a faster rate compared to sighted people.
Diversity of information. Finally, I point out that access to a variety of information is
beneficial to the agent’s design. In chapter 7, one of the agent’s positive aspects was its
ability to return information from multiple search parallels (e.g. news and Wikipedia). In
a similar vein, participants from chapter 4 expressed a desire to have the agent provide
results from opinion aggregating websites in addition to its regular search capabilities.
The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows. In chapter 2, I discuss prior work
that impacted, inspired or otherwise influenced my research. I also outline and provide
background on the research methods used throughout this dissertation. In chapters 4 and
5, I describe the work focusing on future dialogue systems design. User studies in both
chapters are based on simulated agents and are aimed at exploring the behaviour of the
users interacting with the agents. In chapters 6 and 7, I explore the design of dialogue
systems that can be built with currently available tools. In this exploration, I take two
different angles. First, in 6, I investigate the caveats around designing a fully audio-
based dialogue system for web search. I outline the key principles that should be followed
when presenting search results in the absence of a screen and compare them with existing
recommendations for visually displaying web search results. Afterwards, in chapter 7,
I explore a similar problem – designing an audio-only dialogue system for web search,
however, this time, I focus on designing specifically for people with visual impairments.




Background and Related Work
In this chapter, I discuss key prior and related work that informed, inspired, and impacted
the research presented in this dissertation. I begin by discussing the terminology often
applied to describe digital assistants, highlighing the differences between human-to-human
conversation and human-machine dialogue. I continue by describing standard architectures
for digital assistants, followed by common use cases and attitude of users toward digital
assistants. I continue by describing the role voice assistants play for people with disabilities
in general, and visual impairments in particular. Finally, I outline the work done in the
area of designing of speech and text interfaces for web exploration and search, as well as
search tasks typically used in user studies.
2.1 Conversation or Dialogue?
Major commercially available systems operate based on prescribed scenarios and are able
to function as long as the user’s input is within certain predefined boundaries but are
otherwise quite fragile. However, in an attempt to appease the buyers, these commercial
systems are designed to mimic certain superficial features of a human conversation. For
example, a command for checking the weather can be phrased in a variety of different ways:
from “What is the weather forecast?” to “Do I need an umbrella today?”. Furthermore,
the voices of digital assistants become increasingly similar to those of humans. The 2018
Google Duplex project demonstrated an assistant making a reservation at a restaurant by
talking to a person [3]. Such imitation has downsides as well as merits. On one hand, this
imitation produces high user expectations who may be quickly underwhelmed after the
beginning of the interaction [116]. On the other hand, it leads to an anthropomorphisation
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of such systems – a trait that has been found beneficial in certain medial applications, in
particular for mental health [180, 144].
While digital assistants do mimic certain aspects of a human-to-human conversation,
an interaction between a person and a computer system can be considered “conversation-
like” but it is not a “conversation” in and of itself [140]. Language is something most of us
learn from the young age and conversation is the go-to way of interaction using language.
A conversation is considered to be one of the most seamless and intuitive ways to conduct
an efficient interaction. Herbert Clark, one of the prominent researchers in the area of
conversational analysis, suggests that a human conversation is an innately collaborative
act without a predefined outcome where each party contributes independently towards a
mutual goal [54]. A human conversation encompasses a multitude of parameters making
it difficult if not impossible to model with available tools [14].
In this thesis, I avoid the term “conversation” to describe an interaction between a
human and a computer system. Instead, I use the term “dialogue” throughout this thesis
to describe such interaction. The term “dialogue system” is well suited to describe the type
of interaction we consider. However, it is also quite broad, encompassing a wide range of
interactive system, such as most graphical user interfaces, a computer terminal, a telephone
flight booking systems, and even an elevator. The terminology chosen in this thesis, does
differ from that of a large body of research. However, even in prominent HCI and IR venues,
it is acknowledged that the systems called “conversational” are currently operating in a
limited capacity, for example, “conversational search” systems are mostly functioning as
speech-based question-answering systems [61]. Perhaps the usage of the term conversation
in this context comes from the desire to one day achieve a truly conversational experience
with a computer, rather than reflecting the current capabilities of these systems. In the
next sections, I outline the main traits of a human-to-human conversation and discuss
architecture of many commercial digital assistants.
2.2 Human Conversation
Before we can teach a computer how to converse like a human, we should obtain a thorough
understanding and formalization of how humans converse with each other. A field of studies
called conversational analysis is devoted to exploring the first step of this process. The
process of conversational analysis begins with collecting a large dataset of conversations
(audio or video) and transcribing them in great detail, known as Jefferson transcription [95]
and shown in Figure 2.1. Such transcription includes such features as precise timestamps
up to one tenth of a second, indications of pauses, intonation, volume, body language, etc.
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Figure 2.1: An example of transcription made by Gail Jefferson [95] outlining minute
characteristics of speech including intonations, pauses, speech overlaps, etc.
After completing the transcription, researchers iteratively analyse the conversations noting
the recurring patters and anomalies. Finally, scientists attempt to generalise and formalise
the discovered patterns, leading way to understanding the structure of a conversation.
One of the pioneers of conversational analysis, Harvey Sacks, posited that in its basis,
a conversation is an sequence of turns [155]. Sacks and colleagues proposed a model of a
conversation having 14 characteristics, including:
• speaker change recurs, or at least occurs,
• turn order is not fixed but varies,
• overwhelmingly, one party talks at a time,
• what parties say is not specified in advance,
• turn size is not fixed but varies,
• length of conversation is not specified in advance,
• number of parties is not specified in advance,
• relative distribution of turns is not specified in advance.
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A conversation contains a variety of other moving parts. As mentioned before, Herbert
Clark postulated that grounding is necessary for a successful conversation, i.e. the speakers
must agree on the common ground in order to continue the conversation [53]. Clark
posited that a conversation is a collaborative act in which people must share information
and mutual beliefs in order to continue the conversation. Furthermore, Marilyn Walker,
investigated the shift in the initiative during a conversation – depending on the type of
the conversation it may belong to a single speaker (e.g. an interview) or be mixed (e.g.
a regular conversation) [182]. One of the additional complexities of spoken conversation
analysis lays in the choice of units. Written text analysis can be conducted by splitting
the text into sentences, a frequent unit of analysis is an utterance – in a dialogue, speakers
usually exchange utterances. The complexity, however, is in the fact, that turns, and
therefore utterances may overlap, one utterance can span multiple turns. In this thesis,
the term “utterance” will be used to denote an uninterrupted block of speech from one
partner, or interlocutor.
In the spirit of studying human-to-human conversations in order to model human-
computer dialogue, Thomas et al. [175] and Trippas et al. [176] created spoken conversa-
tional search datasets, in which they observed how two individuals communicated over an
audio-only channel to complete web search tasks. Both papers illustrate how people would
approach web search through a conversation if the current technical limitations could be
ignored. Prior to this work, Radlinsky and Craswell [147] presented a theoretical model
for a conversational search system where they presented a detailed interaction flow and
desired system’s functionality to deliver a satisfactory user experience.
2.3 Architecture of Dialogue Systems
Digital assistants, and more broadly dialogue systems, can be implemented using two main
approaches: corpus-based and rules-based. In a corpus-based approach, a system takes
advantage of large datasets of prior conversations or exchanges, often between two people.
Such datasets may include human-human phone conversations, movie scripts, exchanges
between people on online board and forums, chains of tweets. Some such datasets may be
created with a particular goal in mind, and crowdsourcing technique may be used to create
these datasets.
Corpus-based systems often produce their responses based on the user’s prior input
either by finding the most similar message, or using encoder-decoder machine learning
model to generate a response based on the underlying database. One may guess that
such methods would perform poorly in completing a task, such as booking a table at a
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restaurant for a particular day and time. Corpus-based systems may be best suited to
chatbots – often text-based systems with the main goal of maintaining the interaction for
as long as possible.Some chatbots are created for a specific task, for example locating a
specific item in an e-commerce store, and in this case the corpus-based approach will not be
be suitable. Another caveat for corpus-based systems is that they will reflect the data they
have seen before. For example, a Twitter bot called Tay, released by Microsoft, learned
from the responses of other Twitter users and had to be taken down after a 16 hours
online. This was a result of Twitter users tweeting offensive messages at Tay for the sake
of entertainment. The bot soon picked up the unfortunate patterns. This phenomenon
echoes a broader issue with training data used to produce machine learning models: Biased
data produces biased models which in turn produce biased outcomes [43].
Another approach to modelling an interaction is rules-based. ELIZA [183] and PARRY [57]
were the pioneer rules-based text-based systems. Both of them were used in the field of
clinical psychology and both were based on regular expression rules. Interestingly, PARRY
was the first chatbot to pass a Turing test – study subjects could not confidently distinguish
transcripts of conversations between two people from transcripts of exchanges produced
from an interaction with PARRY.
Modern digital assistants aim at assisting users with a variety of tasks, making it exceed-
ingly difficult to model interactions with regular expressions. To make these interactions as
stable as possible and to avoid breakdowns, people designing these digital assistants must
make sure that an assistant is capable of handling various scenarios and user input within
the boundaries of a given task. Upon receiving user input, the system first attempts to
classify the domain of user request, for example setting up an alarm or booking a flight. If
a system is designed to operate within the boundaries of a single domain, this step is not
completed. After identifying the general area of interest, the system attempts to identify a
specific user intent, for example looking up flight schedule or cancelling a previously booked
flight. Each intent is usually paired with a set of slots – variables that are required to be
filled in to complete the task. For example, if the system identifies that the user is looking
to book a flight, the slots may include flight origin and destination, departure and return
dates, preferred departure and return time and so on. Upon identifying the intent, the
system attempts to extract some of the values from user’s original input and then proceeds
asking questions to fill the rest of the slots. For examples, if the user’s original request was
“I would like to book a flight from Toronto to Vancouver”, the system may identify the
intent to book a new flight and extract the “Toronto” as an origin and “Vancouver” as a
destination. It may then proceed to ask the user about the preferred dates of the flight
and whether the flight is meant to be one-way or return. The identification of user intents
as well as slot value extraction is a product of machine learning models which are trained
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to be able to process various phrasings.
2.4 Adoption of Digital Assistants
Digital assistants are known by a number of names in the literature: voice-activated per-
sonal assistants (VAPAs) [5], intelligent personal assistants (IPAs) [116], personal digital
assistants (PDAs), and voice-activated digital assistants (VADAs). The wide adoption of
digital assistants started with the release of Siri as a standalone iOS app in 2010. The
application was acquired by Apple soon after, and in just over a year, Siri was integrated
in the operating system of iPhone 4S. Since then, voice-activated digital assistants have
been gaining popularity, and soon were given their own homes in specialized devices.
The year 2014 marked the beginning of the smart speaker era with the release of Amazon
Echo – a smart speaker powered by Alexa – a digital assistant developed by Amazon.
The trend was quickly followed by many major tech corporations: Google announced a
Google Home [63], Microsoft partnered with Harman Kardon to release Invoke powered
by Cortana [164], Apple relocated Siri from an iPhone to a Home Pod [136], Samsung
has been expected to unveil their smart speaker powered by Bixby [49]. Yandex released
Yandex station with assistant Alice [110, 194].
Figure 2.2 shows Amazon Echo and Google Home – two examples of screenless smart
speaker powered by digital assistants. Though the majority of smart speakers do not have
a screen, some, such as Amazon’s Echo Show come with a display, presumably to overcome
the challenge of presenting rich information in an audio-only format as well as to enable
additional functionality such as video calls [163, 165]. Nielsen reports that in the second
quarter of 2018, 24% of US households owned a smart speaker – a 2% increase compared
to the first quarter of 2018 [132].
According to an interview study of voice assistant users [116], one of its most appealing
aspects is providing the ability to engage in hands-free interaction and multitasking, i.e.,
engage in another primary activity while keeping a conversation with a voice assistant as a
secondary task. This use case comes to shine when a user’s eyes and/or hands are engaged
elsewhere (for example, walking or driving) [116]. A number of studies investigated what
people use voice assistants for. It was found that voice assistants are often used to complete
simple atomic tasks, such as controlling smart home appliances, music playback, setting
timers and alarms, checking the weather are among the top categories [15, 26, 123, 179,
116, 106, 26].
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Figure 2.2: Screenless smart speakers: Amazon Echo and Google Home
In designing voice assistants,companies use the state-of-the-art text-to-speech technol-
ogy, and more generally, pursue the strategy of mimicking a human-to-human conversation.
In an effort to do so, a number of design tools offer a way to develop interactions based
on slot-filling approach, whereby machine learning models are employed to categorise user
inputs and synthesise appropriate system output.1 This tactic may be a double-edged
sword, as the increasingly natural speech bolsters users’ expectations on the functional-
ity of voice assistants, which at the moment is not nearing the level of human-to-human
conversation [116].
Another major concern regarding voice assistants is related to Automatic Speech Recog-
nition, or ASR [101, 124, 116]. In particular, problems may arise when recognizing
names [170], accents [116], and children’s speech [113]. Troubleshooting problematic inter-
action has been proven to be be challenging, if not impossible.
To illustrate the difficulties in interaction, one can consider an information finding
task as an example. Information requests are reported to constitute a major portion of
user interactions with voice assistants [26, 106, 15, 123]. Requests for information can
span a number of user intents: asking single-faceted factoid questions, such as “When was
Albert Einstein born?”. Such questions are typically answered by the assistants with high
accuracy, producing a single phrase as an answer, e.g. “Albert Einstein was born on March
14 in 1879”. However, multi-faceted queries, queries that are ambiguous, queries that can
not be answered with a single sentence or phrase, or queries require deeper research are
usually where voice assistants may all fall short. A common strategy is to read back a top-
ranked paragraph, or an excerpt from Wikipedia, and when prompted for more information
1https://developers.google.com/assistant
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Figure 2.3: Smart speakers with a display for convenient information visualisaion.
there is not much wiggle room. At the time of this writing, Alexa and Google Assistant offer
to read more information from the source. When given a more complicated or ambiguous
query many assistants will respond with “I cannot answer this right now” or “I searched
the web for you, look for the results in the phone app”. Both outcomes abruptly end the
user interaction leaving a user with no recourse in the first instance, or forcing them to
engage with a visual interface in the second. Such experiences disrupt the user’s voice
experience, forces the user to switch modalities, and can understandably can cause user
frustration.
2.4.1 Perception of Digital Assistants
Though increasingly popular, digital assistants have not yet become a social norm yet.
Much work has been done in the area of comparing user interactions with a human and
a computer. There are varying opinions on the subject. Edwards et al. [68] found no
significant differences in how Twitter users treated a social bot, whether it was perceived
as a human or not. In turn, Clément and Guitton [56] report that the way bots are per-
ceived varies with the role they play. They found that “invasive” Wikipedia bots received
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more “polarizing” feedback – both positive and negative – compared to the bots that car-
ried out “silent helper” functions. The similar result is reported by Murgia et al. [130] –
Stackoverflow bot receives more negative feedback for false answers when its identity as an
automatic program is revealed. Another work by Aharoni and Fridlund [9] reports mixed
results from participants who underwent a mock interview with a human and an automatic
system. The authors report that there were no explicit differences in the interviewer per-
ception described by the participants, although the authors noticed significant differences
in people’s behaviour – when talking to a human interviewer they made greater effort to
speak, smiled more, and were more affected by a rejection.
2.5 Auditory Comprehension
Human auditory system is an extremely complex mechanism comprising many moving
parts: echoic memory is used for a very short-term sound storage, ascending pathways
from the ear to the brain [21]. Sound processing occurs over time and different processes
occur at different timestamps. At 20ms a phoneme is recognised, syllabic stress requires
200ms (“melody” vs “melodic”), while 1-2 seconds are needed to recognise the intonation
of the sentence, and determine whether a question is being asked.
Every sounds possesses a set of physical characteristics which can be accurately mea-
sured. These characteristics include frequency (or pitch) and intensity (or loudness). How-
ever, there is more to sound than these physical characteristics. For example, one qualita-
tive feature of a sound is timbre, or a quality of sound. Timbre lets us distinguish between
sounds produced by different means even if they have the same frequency and intensity (for
example, the same note generated by a saxophone or a piano). Timbre is a quality that
lets us distinguish between different voices. However, even the “physical” characteristics
turn out to carry a qualitative flavour to them, since the comprehension by two individuals
of the same sound may vary depending on their training (an opera singer can distinguish
slightest pitch variations, while some people have a higher tolerance to louder noises). As
such, while sounds have objective measurable physical characteristics, it is important to
remember that sound perception varies depending on the individual hearing it.
One important difference between the auditory and visual perception is spatial local-
ity. Vision is inherently spatial. While sound may convey spatial information about it’s
source — for example, the intensity difference between the ears can signal direction of
the sound – is not primarily a spatial signal, but rather a temporal signal. While visual
signals inherently carries spatial information about objects around us, auditory signals is
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inherently temporal, “with auditory input changing over time” [190], such that a person
cannot take a “second look” as one can in reading [90].
Figure 2.4: Voice assistant Siri re-
verts to showing information on the
screen instead of producing auditory
output.
While studies of speech perception started in the
early 1940s, it is still a relatively new area of in-
vestigation. One thing is clear – speech perception
and processing involves mechanisms different from
regular sound processing. The scientific community
cannot come to an agreement on a basic “build-
ing block” of speech perception. Simple sound-to-
phoneme mapping theory fails to describe this pro-
cess, because sounds with different physical charac-
teristics can be easily mapped to the same phoneme.
People have no problem processing speech produced
using different loudness (whisper), pitches (a man or
a baby).
Shannon et al. [168] conducted a “temporal enve-
lope” experiment, in which he and colleagues showed
that deteriorated speech, stripped of the frequency
values could be easily recognised by the participants.
Following this discovery, Binder et al. [32], showed
that similar brain activity was incurred by word and
non-word sounds, making it likely that the process-
ing of speech is a hierarchical process.
Additionally, the plasticity of our brain allows to
reuse visual cortex to process audio signals, thus in-
creasing the characteristics of audio comprehension
in people who consume large volumes of information
through an auditory channel. Bragg et al. [37] con-
ducted a large-scale study of human listening rates, finding that the mean of intelligible
speech was 309 WPM (words per minute) – notably faster compared to the average speaking
rate 200WPM [198] (the estimates vary quite a lot from 120 to over 200wpm). The study
additionally noted that factors such as age, native language, and sightedness significantly
impacted the listening rate. The study exposes a wide variability in the listening abilities
throughout the population, suggesting that different experiences need to be tailored to suit
each category.
Studies suggest that people consume information differently depending on whether they
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see it or hear it. After conducting a user study with a voice-based application for simple
tasks such as checking email and retrieving a weather forecast, yankelovich1995designing
concluded that information in voice interfaces should be organised differently from visual
ones. They found that vocabulary, information organization and flow may not translate
well between two mediums.
2.6 Voice Interfaces for Accessibility
Though not originally designed for this purpose [129], voice assistants found a wide ac-
ceptance in the community of people with disabilities. They were found to provide an
additional, or as Pradhan and colleagues put it, “accidental”, layer of accessibility [142].
Voice assistants have been noted to support people with visual [7], motor [73], and cog-
nitive impairments [23]. Additionally, prior research showed how they can be used to aid
entertainment of young children [75, 114] and support older adults [141, 193, 167]. How-
ever, there are still unaddressed challenges in the design of commercial assistants. In this
section, I will focus on the obstacles faced by people with visual impairments.
2.6.1 Accessing Web using a Screen Reader
To access visual information many people with visual impairments use screen readers –
software that converts visual information to auditory using synthetic speech. Braille display
is another tool that serves a similar purpose. It uses tactile feedback to duplicate the text
on screen and is essential for deaf-blind population. Each operating system has a built-
in screen reader: Narrator on Windows2, VoiceOver on iOS3 and OSX4, TalkBack on
Android5. Additionally, NVDA6 and JAWS7 are stand-alone screen readers that can be
freely accessed or purchased. A number of studies exposed a variety of challenges faced by
people with visual impairments on the Internet [27, 131, 107, 156, 128, 30].
While guidelines are in place for accessible web design (WCAG8), similar accessibility









new technologies [85]. To illustrate, in 1999 Jonathan Berry outlined found that a lack of
text descriptions for images “excluded” screen reader users from accessing the Web and
poor page design led to frustration and getting lost. Nearly two decades later, problems
remain. Lack of text descriptions for pictures is a widespread issue [77, 31, 160] and one
that causes the most user frustration [107].
The “exclusion” aspect is further emphasised in comparison studies between people
with visual impairments using screen readers and sighted participants. People with visual
impairments were found to spend more time and effort on web-based tasks compared to
sighted participants [156, 29]. To gain access to inaccessible content, expert screen reader
users also employed advanced techniques [31, 29], including using multiple screen readers,
accessing HTML source code, probing (clicking on the link to quickly return back), using
search within a page to reach otherwise inaccessible content [156, 29, 31, 34].
Web search engines pose additional unique challenges to screen reader users. Sahib
et al. [156] found that blind users may encounter problems at every step of information
seeking, and showed lower levels of awareness of some search engine features such as query
suggestions, spelling suggestions, and related searches, compared to sighted users. Al-
though these features were accessible according to a technical definition, using them was
time consuming and cumbersome [139]. Likewise, Bigham et al. [29] found that blind
participants spent significantly longer on search tasks compared to sighted participants,
and exhibited more probing behaviour (i.e., “a user leaves and then quickly returns to a
page” [29]) showing greater difficulty in triaging search results. Assessing trustworthiness
and credibility of search sources can also pose a problem. Abdolrahmani et al. [6, 4] found
that blind users use significantly different web page features from sighted users to assess
page credibility.
2.6.2 Novel Screen Reader Designs
Another problem with screen reader web access are pages overloaded with banners, ads,
menus, as well as unclear structure of the content that makes the task of navigating the
web time consuming and strenuous [74, 35, 117]. One approach to overcome this problem is
to segment pages into semantically sound sections, and provide access to those sections as
opposed to individual HTML elements. Such segmentation can be accomplished based on
linguistic [117], visual [83], and hybrid features [92]. Such high-level segmentation reduces
the effort and time necessary to navigate web pages using screen readers, and is generally
found appealing by users.
Traditional screen readers provide sequential access to web content. Stockman et
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al. [172] explored how this linear representation can mismatch the document’s spatial out-
line, contributing to high cognitive load for the user. To mitigate this issue, prior research
has explored a variety of alternative screen reader designs [148], which is briefly outlined
below.
One approach is to use concurrent speech, where several speech channels simultaneously
vocalize information [82, 201]. For example, Zhu et al.’s [201] Sasayaki screen reader
augments primary output by concurrently whispering meta information to the user.
A method for non-visual skimming presented by Ahmed et al. [10] attempts to emulate
visual “glances” that sighted people use to roughly understand the contents of a page.
Their results suggest that such non-visual skimming and summarization techniques can be
useful for providing screen reader users with an overview of a page.
Khurana et al. [99] created SPRITEs – a system that uses a keyboard to map a spatial
outline of the web page in an attempt to overcome the linear nature of screen reader output.
All participants in a user evaluation completed tasks as fast as, or faster than, with their
regular screen reader.
Another approach, employed by Gadde et al. [74], uses crowdsourcing methods to iden-
tify key semantic parts of a page. They developed DASX – a system that transported
the users to the desired section using a single shortcut based on these semantic labels; as
a result, they saw performance of screen reader users rise significantly. Islam et al. [92]
used linguistic and visual features to segment web content into semantic parts. A pilot
study showed such segmentation helped the user navigate quickly and skip irrelevant con-
tent. Semantic segmentation of web content allows clutter-free access, at the same time
reducing the user’s cognitive load.
2.6.3 Voice-controlled Screen Readers
Prior work has also explored the use of voice commands to control screen reader actions.
Zhong et al. [200] created JustSpeak – a solution for voice control of an Android OS. Just-
Speak accepts user voice input, interprets it in the context of metadata available on the
screen, tries to identify the requested action, and finally executes this action. The authors
outline potential benefits of JustSpeak for blind and sighted users. Ahok et al. [18] imple-
mented CaptiSpeak – a voice-enabled screen reader that is able to recognize commands like
“click 〈name〉 link,” “find 〈name〉 button,” etc. Twenty participants with visual impair-
ments used CaptiSpeak for the task of online shopping, filling out a university admissions
form, finding an ad on Craigslist, and sending an email. CaptiSpeak was found to be
more efficient than a regular screen reader. Both JustSpeak and CaptiSpeak reduce the
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number of user actions needed to accomplish a task by building voice interaction into
a screen reader. Chapter 7 investigates a complementary approach, which adds screen-
reader-inspired capabilities to VAs, rather than adding voice control to screen readers.
Screen readers usually accept keyboard-based (or gesture-based on touch screens) input
and provide audio feedback to the users. Screen readers supply the users with a number of
shortcuts or gestures ranging from simple ones for basic features to more complicated ones
for advanced features. As such, learning screen reader functionality has a steep learning
curve. Adopting new complex technology such as a screen reader can be difficult for people
who lost their sight later in their lives. To alleviate this issue, researchers have explored
screen readers accepting voice-based input from users. For example, Capti-Speak [18]
uses a dialogue model to convert natural language commands to keyboard shortcuts. It
was found more efficient compared to a conventional screen reader. JustSpeak [200] and
VoiceNavigator [58] enable universal access to Android devices through voice commands.
Both were found superior in performance and preferable to conventional screen readers.
2.6.4 Issues with Design of Voice Assistants
Commercial voice assistants are modeled after a human-to-human conversation, striving
to provide a “frictionless” user experience [38]. However, in the process of mimicking a
human conversation, the needs of people with disabilities are not considered. The anal-
yses of Mukkath et al. [129] and Branham et al. [38] discuss how striving for a natural
conversational experience may harm the user experience of people with disabilities and in
particular, people with visual impairments. For example, the commercial guidelines for
voice assistant designers encourage short conversational turns in order to keep the cogni-
tive complexity low. This conflicts with the way people with visual impairments prefer
to give commands – by providing complex and detailed commands [5]. Abdolrahmani
et al. [5] additionally report that verbose feedback produced by voice assistants can be
redundant and time-consuming. Cowan et al. [59] also discuss the push-back that may
occur around the conversational nature of voice assistants, noting that while some people
would prefer to personify Siri and chat with it, others would prefer to give it commands.
The “natural” speed of a conversation is often considered frustratingly slow by people who
are blind [5, 142] due to the fact that people who are blind can often comprehend speech
at much higher rates compared to sighted people [37] as well as process multiple audio
streams simultaneously [201].
Another concern is speech recognition errors, which is especially acute when dealing
with children’s speech, deaf or hard of hearing, and people with disabilities because of
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variability in their speech patterns. Correcting speech recognition errors requires tedious
work [142] and is often done using a visual interface. Such modality switch between au-
dio interaction and touch-based interaction represents an significant interruption for voice
assistant users for whom hands-free interaction can be essential [59, 116].
The issue of data privacy in interactions with a voice assistant can manifest itself in
several ways. First, users might be concerned about the handling and misuse of their per-
sonal information by the company-developer of a voice assistant at hand [59]. Additionally,
the design of voice assistants may make it difficult to use voice assistants in public without
disclosing personal information or passers by overhearing the details the user’s personal
affairs [5].
2.7 Visual Interfaces for Web Search
As the number of indexed documents on the web is estimated to be in billions [181], web
search becomes a ubiquitous and essential tool for navigating the web [157, 89, 189]. Over
the years, researchers proposed several frameworks of information seeking process. The
model proposed by Marchionini and White [119] consisted of the following stages:
• recognise, accept, and formulate the problem,
• express the problem to a search system in a form of a query,
• examine results,
• reformulate the problem,
• use results.
Current search system strive to support their users at each step of search process. In this
section, I will focus on the process examining search results and, in particular, different
solutions that have been proposed to aid this process.
A significant body of research was produced in an effort to optimise web search. In their
books, Marti Hearst [89] and Max Wilson [189] provide an detailed overview of the past
efforts. Over the years of research, the design and the information displayed on the search
engine results page, or SERP for short, have undergone a number of changes. However, its
main component is a ranked list of results [89, 36]. Traditionally, a SERP consists of a list
of documents, or hits. Each hit, is represented by a document surrogate – a combination
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of the document’s metadata, such as page title, url, and a snippet – a brief extract of the
relevant part of the document.
Several researchers examined how the design of SERP and its parts can impact searcher
preference. For example, Clarke et al. [55] used clickthrough inversions to identify caption
features that make search engine result pages more attractive to searchers. They analysed
pairs of adjacent search results, where the lower-ranked result received more clicks, to
produce a set of guidelines for displaying search results. According to these guidelines, all
query terms should appear in the title when possible, but if they appear in the title, they
need not be present in the snippet. Additionally, URLs should be displayed in a manner
that emphasizes their relevance to the query. Rose et al. [152] pursued a similar goal of
identifying positive features of search results. They conducted an online survey, in which
participants were asked preference questions about a set of displayed editor-generated
captions. Their findings include that users preferred full sentences in the snippets, rather
than incomplete sentences, and that user trust was increased by the presence of genre cues
(e.g., “official site”).
Other researchers focused on manipulating parts of document surrogates. For exam-
ple, Aula [19] found that presenting a document summary in a form of a bulletted list
increased user performance, and boldedness decreased it. Special attention has been given
to studying the desired snippet length for search results. Cutrell and Guan [62] varied
snippet length for navigational and informational search tasks, finding that longer snip-
pets are detrimental to the former and beneficial to the latter. They used an eye-tracking
methodology to determine that the longer snippet tends to draw user attention to itself,
whereas the URL, which plays an influential role in navigational tasks, does not receive
the same attention for informational tasks.
Following this work, Kaisser et al. [97] found that different answer lengths are preferred
depending on the query type. They also found that crowdworkers could successfully predict
the desired answer length given a query. Maxwell et al. [122] later investigated how the
varying snippet length impacted user experience. They suggested that longer snippets
were considered more informative and clear, as well as led participants to engage with
the results more, though there was little change in objective accuracy measures. Paek et
al. [134] experimented with interfaces presenting varying amount of information.
A number of researchers also explored alternative organisation of SERP. Dumais et
al. [66] tried displaying the results grouped by theme instead of a list. White et al. [184]
found that displaying a list of highly ranked document sentences rather than summaries
can be beneficial. Among other techniques for information organization is Sarrafzadeh et
al.’s work [158] that compared visualization of data through networks and hierarchically
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organized data, concluding that networks led to user reading the underlying document
significantly less. Many decisions in these areas are made based on the spatial locations
on the page, and how the user’s gaze is distributed on the page [44].
As the variety of types of information available on the internet grew to include web
pages, maps, images, etc., so did the need to intelligently organise them. In his work,
Horatiu Bota [36] investigated the aggregation of different data types and presenting them
on a single page.
2.8 Search Task Complexity
Search tasks are a key component in the research and development of information retrieval
systems. These tasks provide the goal that users need to achieve with their search and are
often used by the researchers to investigate different interaction behaviours depending on
the difficulty of the search task [192, 98, 45].
Many researchers in IR have constructed tasks based on the Taxonomy of Learning [16],
which allows for investigating tasks from the perspective of cognitive complexity. This
taxonomy is traditionally used in educational settings but has more recently been adopted
by information retrieval researchers [93]. The Taxonomy of Learning specifies six levels
of cognitive complexity as: remember, understand, apply, analyse, evaluate, and create as
seen in Table 2.1.
Prior research in visual text search has shown that more complex tasks lead to greater
levels of search interactivity, for example through increased clicks, queries, and time on
task [98, 192, 17]. Furthermore, research by Trippas et al. [177] showed that searchers may
engage more in different parts of the search process depending on the task complexity.
Alternative taxonomies split search tasks into different categories. Broder [41] slice the
types of search task along different axis according to their intent, presenting three classes:
navigational (immediate intent to reach a particular site), informational (intent to acquire
some information assumed to be present on one of more web pages), and transactional
(the intent is to perform some web mediated activity). According to this taxonomy too
user preferences may differ. To this end, Cutrell [62] showed that preferences for design
of displayed search results may differ depending on the task at hand. They showed that
longer snippets increased searcher efficiency for informational tasks, but had an opposite
effect on navigational tasks.
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Table 2.1: Task complexity from the Taxonomy of Learning Objectives [16]. In the exper-
iments described in this thesis, three levels were used: Remember, Understand, Analyse
(highlighted in bold).
Dimension Definition
Remember Retrieving, recognising, and recalling relevant knowl-
edge from long-term memory.
Understand Constructing meaning from oral, written, and graphic
messages through interpreting, exemplifying, classify-
ing, summarising, inferring, comparing, and explaining.
Apply Carrying out or using a procedure through executing or
implementing.
Analyse Breaking material into constituent parts, determining
how the parts relate to one another and to an overall
structure or purpose through differentiating, organising,
and attributing.
Evaluate Making judgments based on criteria and standards
through checking and critiquing.
Create Putting elements together to form a coherent or func-
tional whole; reorganising elements into a new pattern
or structure through generating, planning, or producing.
2.9 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, I reviewed the research that impacted various aspects of this dissertation.
The chapter began with an outline of the history of voice-activated digital assistants, their
acceptance and usage. It continued with the examining specifics of auditory comprehension
and its differences from visual comprehension. It then explored how voice assistants, and
more generally, voice interfaces benefit people with visual impairments. Finally, the chapter





This thesis uses a variety of research methods to answer its research questions. This
chapter explains and reflects upon the methods used in the experiments presented in the
remaining chapters. I discuss reasons for choosing these specific methods as well as merits
and shortcomings of each.
3.1 Wizard-of-Oz
As with much of human behaviour, we tend to purposefully or unintentionally adapt the
language we use to match that of our dialogue partner – we speak differently with a tod-
dler, a peer, and an elderly person [76, 51]. This phenomenon also occurs during human-
computer dialogues. For example, Eva Luger and colleagues [116] discovered that users of
Siri “learn” to phrase their commands in a way that is understood by the assistant and
use this language repeatedly afterwards to arrive at the satisfactory results. Because of
the limited functionality current digital agents offer, such dialogues are noticeably simpler
than human-human ones. While the latter employ complex turn-taking techniques and
use secondary communication channel to demonstrate engagement, the former are mostly
limited to exchanging explicit commands and requested information. This renders exten-
sive human-human dialogue datasets collected throughout decades of linguistics research
unsuitable for the task of analysing human-computer dialogues.
As the research community pushes forward the frontiers of digital assistant research,
a multitude of questions arises – would people be polite to computers when speaking to
them? Would people use complex language if a dialogue system could correctly react to
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it? How would children interact with a embodied robot? Many of these questions can be
generalised into “How would people behave if a computer could do X”. One way to study a
question like this is by asking experiment participant to imagine the hypothetical situation
and provide their feedback. However, what people say and what people do famously differ
from each other [143]. Another way to approach a question like this is by implementing the
system with capabilities in question and observing participants’ interaction with it. This
choice can prove to be time- and resource-consuming and in certain cases the hypothetical
system can be beyond the technological state-of-the-art and simply cannot be implemented
at the time.
To remedy situations described above and enable the research of hypothetical or imple-
mentation costly systems, a technique known as “Wizard-of-Oz”, or WoZ for short, is used.
During WoZ studies, subjects are told that they are interacting with an automated system,
whereas in fact the system is partially or fully powered by a human operator, or a wizard.
Such setup provides researchers with a full control over the information is delivered to the
study participants as well the manner in which it is delivered. In a situation like this,
participants are likely to exhibit a similar behaviour, for example, use a similar language,
that they would when interacting with a fully automated system. While WoZ is popular
in studies on natural language systems, for example digital assistants, it can be applied to
conduct research of any intelligent interface where the “intelligence” is mimicked by the
wizard.
Though the Wizard-of-Oz approach is a popular technique for studying future intel-
ligent systems, a number of concerns should be addressed before choosing to use this
methodology. One of the main limitations of WoZ, pointed out by Fraser and Gilbert [72],
is participant deception that is frequently involved in the studies. In their WoZ implemen-
tation guidelines, Fraser and Gilbert bring up the issue of a potential embarrassment of
the participants when the deception is uncovered. From an engineering perspective, Fraser
and Gilbert consider an example of a voice dialogue system and discuss the possibility
of controlling multiple aspects of the wizard behaviour. Such aspects include restricting
the freedom of wizard’s output to a set of predefined choices, distorting the wizard’s voice
during communication with the user. In addition, the design of a WoZ study can be ma-
nipulated so that the wizard is in the participant’s sight. An example of this setup can
be found in the study by Yarosh et al. [196] where children participants interacted with a
voice assistant that was manipulated by a person sitting across the table from them behind
an opaque separator such that only their upper shoulders and face remained visible. In
their 2012 review study, Riek found that WoZ studies of social robots were often used to
emulate such aspects as verbal and non-verbal behaviour as well as navigation and mobility
skills [151]. The same method is sometimes used in rapid prototyping to simulate parts of
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a system that have not yet been implemented.
In this thesis, the WoZ approach is used in studies described in chapters 4 and 5 both
of which study functionality that was not a part of digital assistants at the time of the
studies. In chapter 4, an advanced search system is mimicked by the means of the wizard
answering the study participants’ requests and questions with the same accuracy that
another human would. This technique allowed to isolate and study a single variable – how
does the perception of a user change when a person is communicating with a computer
compared to another person. In this case, the limitations included a learning effect of
the wizard, i.e. the wizard’s knowledge of the topics may improved over the course of the
experiment resulting in later subjects receiving higher quality of information or receiving it
faster. In chapter 5, the WoZ approach was used to simulate a high accuracy digital cooking
assistant and study the language study participants used when interacting with it. Whereas
a human-level accuracy could not be guaranteed when employing a truly autonomous
system. One of the limitations in this experiment was also a potential variability of the
system’s responses, however the preset answer options were used to reduce the potential
variability and alleviate this limitation.
3.2 Workload Assessment
To quantify the amount of effort required to complete a task using an interface, one may use
the notion of a workload. Quantifying workload helps estimate how taxing a certain task or
interacting with a system is for the user. One of the most popular ways to assess workload
is by administering a questionnaire called NASA Task Load Index, or NASA-TLX for
short [88]. It was originally developed in 1988 by Sandra G.Hart and colleagues and aimed
at assessing the workload imposed by a variety of tasks in aircraft industry. Over years
NASA-TLX became widely popular as a method of workload assessment during interaction
with a variety of interfaces [87].
The goal of NASA-TLX is not only to provide an assessment of a perceived workload
but also identify the factors that most contribute to it. To this end, NASA-TLX uses the
scores of the following six scales to evaluate the overall workload:
• mental demand (MD),
• physical demand (PD),





Because each of the six factors above can contribute differently to the final workload
score, in her research, Hart proposes to weigh the scales in order of their perceived impor-
tance by the study subjects. As such, the NSA-TLX questionnaire is administered in two
steps: (1) a subject chooses a score from 0 to 20 for each of the scales above, and (2) the
subject conducts fifteen pairwise comparisons of the scales above rank the scales in order
of their importance. User scores are converted into a 0 - 100 point scale and weighted
accordingly, yielding the final workload score ranging between 0 and 100 points.
In the decades since its development, NASA-TLX has been widely used in a variety
of areas and has sustained a number of modifications. The most popular modification is
Raw NASA-TLX, or RTLX, where the second step of pairwise scale comparison is omitted
and scales are considered to be contributing to the workload equally. In the meta analysis
conducted by Hart in 2006, it is noted that different studies have shown that RTLX is
more, less, and equally as sensitive as the original NASA-TLX [87]. Other, less frequent
modifications, include reformulating the description of the scales according to the context
of the task at hand. In her meta-analysis, Hart points out that such modifications are
undesirable without additional validation of the scales used.
One of the potential drawbacks of NASA-TLX is the ambiguity in interpretation of
the workload scores. In other words, there are no anchor scores pointing to “acceptable”
workload, or a so-called “red line” above which the workload is considered too high. To
alleviate this issue, a Grier and colleagues [81] conducted a meta-analysis of research studies
using any variant of NASA-TLX. The meta-analysis showed that the majority of reported
workload scores ranged between 26.08 and 68 points. However, Grier [81] notes that
subjects’ boredom and frustration also contribute to the workload score. For example, in
two studies where subjects had to do nothing but wait, the reported workload scores were
12.0 and 14.8. Whereas the lowest score in the analysis was 6.21 for an air-traffic control
task.
In this thesis, RTLX is employed in chapters 6 and 5. The studies described in these
chapter do not make an attempt to describe the workload in absolute terms but rather to
compare the workload changes between different experimental conditions.
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3.3 Crowdsourcing
Crowdsourcing is a practice where freelance workers, called crowdworkers, complete tasks
posted by requesters on the crowdsourcing platform. It became especially popular when
the rise of machine learning algorithms necessitated the need in large amounts of human-
labelled data. Crowdsourcing is also a popular research tools for studies and experiments
that require participation from a large number of people. For example, d’Eon in 2019 used
crowdsourcing as a tool for identifying people’s perception of fair pay in a collaboration
task [64].
Crowdsourcing tasks can be voluntary or paid. Voluntary crowdsoucring tasks, often
called citizen science, contribute to a bigger project and offer an opportunity to the crowd-
workers to contribute their skill and knowledge in order to progress on the project. In this
case, people are incentivesed by the project’s success, or engaged by its gamified nature. For
example, Foldit project [], founded by David Baker is puzzle game aimed at analysing the
possible protein folding algorithms submitted by the players. Zooniverse [169] is another
example – a collection of citizen science projects covering areas including space, biology,
medicine, and humanities. Both Foldit and Zooniverse have proven to be immensely suc-
cessful, yielding results that would other require decades of affiliated researchers’ work to
achieve.
On the other hand, paid crowdsourcing tasks differ in offering monetary incentive to
crowdwourkers. Platforms like Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) and Appen (former Fig-
ure Eight and Crowdflower) are the more popular ones. Such platform offer an easy way
for requesters to connect with crowdoworkers. Requesters post tasks, called Human In-
telligence Tasks, or HITs for short. Each HIT has a set of associated requirements for
crowdworker eligibility that could include geographic region, native language, performance
rating, and others. Once a crowdworker completes a HIT, the requester has an option to
accept the work and pay the fee, or reject the work because of a low submission quality. A
crowdworker’s performance rating then is based on the percentage of accepted HITs they
have completed. On the other hand, crowdworkers can choose HITs they would like to
complete, for example based on the minimum payment [188].
Because of its low entrance threshold, crowdsourcing has become a full-time work for
many. Social communities and forums contain a multitude of tips and automation scripts to
streamline the work, list untrustworthy requesters, and share overall experiences. However,
the payment workers receive per hour is often below minimum wage due to factors like
requesters under-estimating their HIT’s duration, time spent searching for HITs, working
on rejected HITs [187, 86]. In this work, my colleagues and I aimed to provide fair payment
based on a $15 per hour wage.
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Due to the nature of crowdsoucring, there may be a significant chance of low quality
submissions. To avoid this, requesters may set minimum conditions for people who are
able to accept and complete their tasks, such as performance rating. In addition to the
minimum requirements, a popular practice is to include a “golden task”, or an attention
check task, where there exists a single unambiguosly correct answer. An example of such
task can be asking to enter a specific word in a text box. Submissions that fail attention
check tasks help requesters leverage the final quality of the collected data.
3.4 Other Methods
In addition to the methods described above, other methods were used to facilitate exper-
iments which contributed to this thesis: online survey, usability study, controlled experi-
ments, System Usability Scale (SUS).
3.4.1 Controlled Experiment
Often research questions are based around a hypothesis – a statement that proved or
disproved by running an experiment. A hypothesis is usually centered around a specific
aspect, or an independent variable. In order to test the hypothesis, an experimenter should
change that variable while keeping all other conditions fixed. For example, in chapter 4
one of the hypotheses is as follows: people will rate the same system differently depending
on whether they think it is automatic or human-powered. In order to test whether this
hypothesis is supported, only one variable should change – whether the subjects think
they are interacting with an automatic or a human-powered system while keeping all
other factors constant. By changing the value of the independent variable, experimental
conditions are created. In order to avoid what is called a “carryover effect” – a situation
where the order of conditions influences the outcome of the experiment, Latin square design
is often used to counterbalance the order of experimental conditions. Latin square design
provides a way to rotate experimental conditions to avoid order effects, yet does not require
to test all possible combinations of independent variables. the controlled experiments
utilising Latin square design are used in chapters 4 and 6.
3.4.2 Usability Study
At times, when there is not a specific hypothesis to be tested, a controlled experiment
approach is not applicable. This is the case in chapters 5 and 7, where the goal of the
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Table 3.1: Diagram of methods used in this thesis.
Chapter 4 Chapter 5 Chapter 6 Chapter 7
Wizard-of-Oz x x x
NASA-TLX x x
Crowdsourcing x
System Usability Scale x x
Controlled experiment x x
Usability study x x
Online survey x
experiment is to evaluate the system, uncover its design flaws, and study the behaviour of
its users. In the case of a usability study, a study subject is asked to complete a proposed
task using a system at hand, while the experimenter provides the instructions and observes
the behaviour of the subject. During a usability study, the experimenter may collect
quantitative as well as qualitative information about the interaction. While qualitative
information may include insights for systems improvements, quantitative information may
focus on measurable metrics, such as completion time, number of interactions, etc.
3.4.3 Online Survey
Controlled experiments and usability studies are often conducted in-person and require
resources such as the experimenter’s time, allocated space and tools. While on one hand,
these factors contribute to collecting rich and in-depth information, they also limit the
number of potential participants. A survey administered online provides a solution in
cases when the sample of participants needs to be relatively large. Even though a survey
does not allow for a deep dive into the answers provided by the respondents, a large number
of respondents leads to capturing a wider spectrum of experiences and opinions. An online
survey is used in chapter 7 to collect information about pros and cons of screen readers to
inform the design of Verse.
3.4.4 System Usability Scale (SUS)
A System Usability Scale, or SUS for short, is a questionnaire combining ten statements.
A participant is instructed to choose a response on a five point scale ranging from 0 to 4,
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or from “strongly agree” to “strongly disagree”. After all responses have been selected, the
scores are added and multiplied by 2.5 to produce the final SUS score ranging from 0 to
100. In contrast with NASA-TLX scores, the absolute values of SUS have been interpreted
to denote the quality of the system at hand. As such, any system scored 68 or higher
is considered to have above average usability, conversely a system scoring below 68 is
considered to be below average. In this thesis, SUS is used in chapters 5 and 7 to ensure




With Humans, Assistants, and
Wizards
Digital assistants are often used for everyday tasks such as smart home controls and mu-
sic playback. Finding information online and looking up answers to questions is another
prominent use case [15, 26]. However, commercially available systems have limited capa-
bilities and often respond with the highest ranking answer provided by the search engine.
In cases when an answer is not available, the search results are shown on the screen of a
paired device as shown in figure 2.4 and discussed in chapter 2. Researchers working in
the area of conversational search are putting efforts into mitigating scenarios like this by
designing systems that would be able to narrow down the area of user’s interest by engag-
ing them in a dialogue, much like a librarian would with a person with a broad interest in
mind. Radlinsky and Craswell in [147] proposed a theoretical model of a search system,
describing all scenarios and functions it should be able to process in order for users to
achieve their goals. However, no such system has been developed yet, therefore it is users
will see dialogue as a beneficial way to finding information online. This chapter describes




As discussed in chapters 1 and 2, voice-controlled and well as text-based assistants recently
became a solid part of the market. Both technologies are becoming increasingly integrated
into people’s everyday lives. Voice-activated digital assistants are predominantly used for
simple tasks such as controlling music, manipulating smart home appliances, and setting
up a timer. On the other hand, text-based chat-bots are often designed to perform a single
type of task [56, 68]. Nevertheless, both technologies are also being used for information
seeking tasks. Web search is consistently found in the top few categories of use cases for
voice assistants, while text-based chats are integrated into commercial websites to provide
immediate support to the users [15, 26, 179].
Voice assistants are designed to mimic superficial aspects of human-to-human conver-
sation, leading some people to perceive them as digital friends [145]. On the other hand,
the process of designing a dialogue system is usually quite scripted and is based on in-
tent recognition and slot-filling. Though the voice assistants’ rules-based design does not
impact their ability to successfully answer most factoid questions, the challenges begin
when a users’ intent becomes more complex and requires deeper engagement. The need
to expand the abilities of a conversational system is reflected in the work of Braslavsky
et al. [39] who underlined the need for asking clarification questions in order to make an
information-seeking conversation more efficient. The work by Radlinsky and Craswell [147]
describing a theoretical framework for a dialogue-based search system makes a step towards
designing dialogue systems capable of maintaining a conversation-like exchange.
While the development of text- and voice-based dialogue systems is underway, the users
are making sure to motivate the progress. A growing proportion of web search queries
are formulated as natural language questions [135, 112, 20] with an average length of a
search query growing from 2.35 terms in 1998 [94] to 3.2 terms in 2016 [84]. This phe-
nomenon can be partially explained by the increased usage of voice interfaces [185] and
better question-answering technology embedded in search engines. As such, the demand
for natural language interfaces for search is emerging. However, before jumping into imple-
menting additional features for conversational-like search systems, it is important to gain
a better understanding what the users’ expectations are when interacting with a truly in-
telligent conversational search agent. It is equally important to anticipate how users might
behave when faced with a conversational search system since user feedback is critical for
system evaluation and improvements. In this chapter, I focus on text-based interaction
and begin to explore the first question of this thesis: RQ1: “How would users perceive
digital agents that could understand them as well as their fellow humans?” In particular,
I address the following more specific questions:
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• RQ1-a: Given equal performance, would people choose to communicate with another
person or a digital assistant and why?
• RQ1-c: What aspects of digital assistant design are important to consider?
As a system capable of supporting dialogue-based interactions for search does not exist
yet, user preferences and behaviours when interacting with such system can be studies
by the means of a Wizard-of-Oz protocol. In this chapter, I describe a study comparing
three conversational search systems: an existing commercial intelligent assistant, a human
expert and a human disguised as an automatic system. A total of 21 participants were
recruited for the study each of whom were faced with 3 complex information search tasks.
Participants interacted with each system using a text-based messaging application. The
results of the study suggest: (1) people do not have biases against automatic conversational
systems, as long as their performance is acceptable; (2) existing digital assistants cannot be
effectively used for complex information search tasks; (3) by addressing requests from users,
even current search systems might be able to improve their effectiveness and usability, with
feasible modifications.
In the remainder of this chapter, I discuss the rationale behind choosing to use a Wizard-
of-Oz protocol, as well as the search task selections for the study. I go on to describe each
of the three conversational search systems and the evaluation metrics used in the study.
Finally, I conclude with a discussion of the study’s findings.
4.2 Study Design
Three conversational agents were devised to address the research questions above: Wizard,
Human, and Automatic. Each agent was assigned a photo to reflect their nature, as seen in
Figure 4.1. A total of 21 participants were recruited – all graduate and undergraduate stu-
dents at Emory University in Atlanta, GA (8 female, 13 male) – to complete three different
search tasks selected from the TREC Session track 2014 [46] as seen in Table 4.1. Each
participant completed three search tasks and interacted with all three agents, completing
one task with one agent. The order of tasks as well as agents was rotated according to a
Latin square design resulting in 9 groups (3 agents x 3 tasks). The participants were given
a brief description of each agent (discussed below) but were not given any specific instruc-
tions on how to communicate with any agent and therefore were free to interact with them
in any way they chose. By omitting the instructions, the author and colleagues hoped
to observe the way users would choose to interact with an “ideal” agent. Additionally,
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the absence of specific instructions served to elicit interaction patterns in agreement with
users’ expectations for each agent type. The participants were allowed to spend up to 10
minutes working on each task, after which they were asked to move on a topical quiz. Each
quiz included three questions designed for a specific topic. After seeing the topical quiz
questions, the participants were not allowed to talk to the agent again. Doing so ensured
that the participants did not have a set of predefined points to cover and questions to ask
the agent. After the study was completed, the answers to the topical quizzes submitted by
the participants were analysed and evaluated on a scale from 0 to 2.
After completing the topical quiz, the participants filled out a questionnaire, where they
were asked to rate their overall experience with the agent (on a scale 1 to 5). Participants
were also asked what features in particular they liked and disliked about the agent and
whether they were able to find all the information they were looking for. Upon completing
all the tasks, the participants were explained that one of the agents was powered by a
human through a Wizard-of-Oz setup. After being debriefed, participants were asked to
choose which system they liked best and why.
Although throughout much of this thesis, I focus on voice-based interaction with dia-
logue systems, these interactions can introduce unwanted error into an experiment. For
example, automatic speech recognition (ASR) errors may contribute to a participant giving
the system a lower score. The voice itself can be seen as a confounding variable, since prior
research showed that preference for voices varies depending on the individual [149, 102].
To avoid introducing potential mistakes, the interaction in this study was implemented
through a text-based exchanges on Facebook Messenger.1 Participants used a Facebook
account created specifically for the purpose of the study. Message history was cleared prior
to every experiment. Considering that the purpose of this experiment was to evaluate users’
perception of the agents, the study’s findings are not specific to the text-based interaction.
However, care should be taken in expanding these findings to voice-based dialogue systems,
as factors such as response delay and automatic voice characteristics may have an effect
on the perception of an agent by the user.
4.2.1 Wizard Agent
This thesis explores human behaviour in human-computer conversational communication.
However, there are currently no general purpose intelligent conversational search systems,
that could be used for the purposes of this experiment. Therefore one was “faked” by
substituting the backend with a person (the author of this thesis and a colleague played
1www.messenger.com
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(a) Wizard agent (b) Human agent (c) Automatic agent
Figure 4.1: Three agents for conversational search: (4.1a) Wizard, (4.1b) Human, and
(4.1c) Automatic.
the role of the wizard behind the curtain). However, the participants were told that it was
an experimental automatic system, thus following a general Wizard-of-Oz setup. I will be
further referring to this system as the Wizard agent, and the person in the backend as
the Wizard. The Wizard had previously done the research about the topics of the three
search tasks prior to the experiment and compiled a broad set of passages covering most
of the aspects of each topic. At the time of the experiment, the Wizard tried to find the
best passage to reply to the participant’s question or comment. However, in cases where
such passage could not be found, the Wizard would reply with a passage retrieved from
web search, or write a new passage. In case the participant’s question or comment was
ambiguous, the Wizard was allowed to ask a clarification question to better identify the
information need of the participant.
The Wizard agent was allowed to maintain the context of the conversation, respond
to vague questions, understand implied concepts, and provide active feedback in form of
clarification questions when needed (all of these capabilities do not yet exist in commercial
systems). At the same time, by partially restricting the Wizard to a pre-compiled set
of passages, it was possible to maintain the consistency of answers between participants,
i.e., for the same question any participant would receive a similar answer. By analyzing
the ways the participants communicated with the Wizard agent, the insights were gained
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about strategies people use in a human-computer dialogue for solving complex tasks and
look for design implications for automatic conversational systems thus addressing RQ1-b.
4.2.2 Human Agent
To explore the differences between human-to-human and human-to-computer communi-
cation, a second conversational agent was devised – the Human agent. In this case, the
Wizard from the previous setup was still serving as a backend, but the participants were
explicitly informed that they were talking to a live person. Another difference was that the
Human agent was not restricted to the pre-compiled set of passages but was free to slightly
reformulate or revise the passages to better respond to the question. By including both
the Human and Wizard agents in the study, it was possible to maintain a constant level of
intelligence for both agents, thus comparing not the accuracy of each agent, but rather the
participants’ attitude and expectations towards a perceived automatic agent compared to
a known human. The results of this comparison served as evidence to address RQ1-a.
4.2.3 Automatic Agent
As a means of comparison to an existing conversational agent, a Google Assistant was used
as a backend for the third agent. Every message sent by a participant was forwarded to
the Google Assistant app, and the response was forwarded back to the participant. Most
of the time, the response consisted of an URL and a text snippet. The participants were
told that they were interacting with another experimental conversational search system,
but were not given any specific information about it. Using a system representative of
the state-of-the-art technology made it possible to evaluate its drawbacks, and situations
where it failed to respond properly. Collecting participants’ feedback about each system
resulted in a set of design changes that would improve commercial digital assistants for the
task of information finding.
4.3 Search Task Selection
The goal in selecting search tasks was to find ones that were likely to require interaction
beyond a single question and answer. For this reason TREC Sessions track was selected.
TREC is a yearly conference co-sponsored by the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) and U.S. Department of Defense. It consists of several tracks, each
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Table 4.1: Description of the tasks used in the study. All the tasks were obtained from
TREC Session track 2014 [46].
Topic ID Topic description
10 Suppose you are writing an essay about a tax on “junk food”. In your essay,
you need to argue whether it’s a good idea for a government to tax junk
food and high-calorie snacks.
20 You have decided that you want to reduce the use of air conditioning in
your house. You’ve thought that if you could protect the roof being overly
hot due to sun exposure, you could keep the house temperature low without
the excessive use of air conditioning.
21 Hydropower is considered one of the renewable sources of energy that could
replace fossil fuels. Find information about the efficiency of hydropower,
the technology behind it and any consequences building hydroelectric dams
could have on the environment.
targeted to study a different application or aspect of information retrieval. Each year
TREC organisers supply participants with a test set of documents and tasks. Participants
in turn, submit the results of their retrieval systems which are then evaluated by NIST
judges.
Sessions track has been a part of TREC since 2010 and is targeted towards evaluating
retrieval systems over a search session rather than a single query. More concretely, the
tasks included a cross between two facets of search tasks defined by Li and Belkin [109]
“product” and “goal quality”. The “product” facet represented the end goal of the search
task and could have be either “intellectual” – aimed at producing new ideas based on the
information learned, or “factual” – locating existing information items. In turn, the “goal
quality” item could be presented as “specific goal” or “amorphous goal”, or as Ingwersen
and Järvelin [91] put it – “well defined” and “ill defined” information needs. By crossing
the two facets, four task categories emerged: factual task with specific goals – “known
item” search, factual task with amorphous goals – “known subject search”, intellectual
task with specific goals – “interpretive search”, and intellectual task with amorphous goals
– “exploratory search”. It was not the aim of the study to compare the effects of different
search task categories, and therefore all topics from Sessions track were deemed suitable
for the purpose. Topics with IDs 10, 20, and 21 were selected as search tasks. Table 4.1
demonstrates a detailed description of each topic, which was provided to the participants
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Agent Human Wizard Automatic
Overall satisfaction (max 5) 4.1 3.8 2.9
Able to find information (max 2) 1.5 1.3 1.0
Topical quiz success (max 2) 1.6 1.6 1.3
Table 4.2: Row 1: average satisfaction for each agent; row 2: average rate of success
for finding desired information; row 3: average rate of success for answering topical quiz
questions.
as a task prompt.
4.4 Results
After running the study, participants’ preference and quiz scores were analysed. All of
participants’ verbal comments were qualitatively analysed to extract commonly occurring
sentiment. This section describes the findings.
4.4.1 Overall Satisfaction
After completing each task, participants rated their overall experience of working with
each agent on a 1 to 5 Likert scale. Average ratings for each agent are shown in the first
row of Table 4.2. The scores were normally distributed for all three systems, making it
possible to conduct a paired t-test. The differences in ratings between Human (M = 4.1,
SD = 0.8) and Automatic (M = 2.9, SD = 0.8) systems as well as Wizard (M =
3.8, SD = 0.7) vs. Automatic systems were statistically significant with respectful t-
statistic and p-values being t(20) = 5.06, p < 0.01 and t(20) = 3.5, p < 0.001. While the
difference between the Human vs. Wizard systems was not significant with t(20) = 1.6, p =
0.1. The lack of significant difference in the scores between Wizard and Human systems
does not imply that the systems are not different, rather it signifies that for the given
context and population, the systems performed similarly. A number of variables could
influence these results including the information need at hand, the relatively young age of
participants (younger people may have different preferences than older generations), and
the environment (laboratory experiments are rarely able to reconstruct real life scenarios).
In the final questionnaire, after completing all the tasks, participants were asked which
system they liked the most. Out of 21 people, 8 people preferred the Human agent, 6 –
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the Wizard agent, 4 – the Automatic agent, 2 people said they would use the Wizard or
the Human depending on their goals, and 1 person said they would choose between the
Human and the Automatic agent depending on the goal.
After completing each task participants were asked whether they were able to find all
the information they were looking for. Each answer was coded on a 0-2 scale (0 - no, I
couldn’t; 1 - partially; 2 - yes, I found everything I needed). Average results for each agent
are shown in the middle row of Table 4.2.
4.4.2 Topical Quiz Success
After completing each task participants were asked three questions about the topic. Each
of the answers was evaluated on a scale 0-2, where 0 meant no answer, 1 - poor answer, 2
- good answer. On average, participants showed a similar level of success with each agent.
The average user ratings for each agent are shown in the bottom row of Table 4.2.
4.5 Qualitative findings
I now turn to qualitative results, reporting the themes uncovered during the analysis of
verbal comments participants provided after the study was completed. The participants’
comments broke down into three areas: the ability of an agent to maintain the context
between conversational turns, trustworthiness of the information provided by an agent,
and the social acceptance of using a human agent for search tasks.
4.5.1 Conversational Context
Within a conversation, people expect that the main topic of the discussion is maintained,
and they tend to ask short questions, omitting the subject, or referring to the subject using
pronouns. Formulating a full question takes effort and is unnatural. For the Automatic
agent, anaphora resolution did not always work, which annoyed the participants (Figure 4.2
provides an example). For example, P19 had this feedback about the Automatic agent:“It
didn’t use contextual information so there was no way to expand on the previous answer
it gave me.” Conversely, when interacting with Human and Wizard agents, participants
pointed out the ease of use, because their partially stated questions were understood and
relevant answers were returned.
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4.5.2 Trustworthiness of Information
Figure 4.2: Automatic system (gray
background) fails to maintain context,
which causes the participant 15 (blue
background) to reformulate his question
twice.
Even though the Automatic agent did not
always return a relevant result, it received
approval from our participants for providing
sources of its answers. P7 said: “I [...] like to be
able to verify the credibility of the sources used.”
Out of 21 participants, 13 people said that being
able to access the URL allowed them to assess
the trustworthiness of the source and therefore
to accept or reject the answer. On the other
hand, in spite the Human and Wizard agents
returning more relevant results, they were both
criticized for not providing the sources of their
answers.
4.5.3 Social Acceptance
When dealing with the Human agent, four out
of 21 participants reported feeling uncomfort-
able talking to a person, thought more about
the social norms, were afraid to ask too many
questions, were not sure how to start and end a
conversation. P15 reflected on this aspect say-
ing: “you have to think about social norms, ask-
ing too much, being too stupid, not giving them
enough time to respond, troubling them.” This
additional burden of interacting with another
person further motivates research in the area of
automated digital agents.
4.6 Discussion and Design
Implications
Below I describe the list of design recommen-
dations for a conversational search agent, that
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(a) Explicit user feedback could be used to
recover from failure. Part of a conversation
between participant 12 (blue background) and
Automatic system (gray background).
(b) A participant prefers web search to talking
to a person. Part of a conversation between
participant 7 (blue background) and Human
agent (gray background).
Figure 4.3: Examples of user behaviour when interacting with Automatic and Human
agents.
according to the study results will improve the
user experience. Additionally, I draw a connection between each of the design recommen-
dations and the four interaction aspects constituting the statement of this thesis: how
naturally a user can communicate their intent to the system, the understandability of the
system’s responses, the flexibility of the system’s parameters, and the diversity of informa-
tion accessible through the system.
Context. Maintaining a context of the conversation to enable short questions and com-
ments is crucial to user experience since formulating long sentences each time feels unnat-
ural and takes longer.
Answer sources. Finding relevant and precise answers is important. But trustworthy
information sources are equally important, and their absence may diminish the credibility
of the system. While the Automatic agent supported each answer with an URL, Human
and Wizard did not, unless specifically asked. Answer source were of could be a deal
breaker for some participants, as shown in Figure 4.3b.
Feedback. One crucial difference between conversational search and conventional web
search is an opportunity for the user to provide the system with explicit feedback. It
is likely to contain essential information that may help the system to get back up from
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failure and improve upon the previous result. For example, in Figure 4.3a a user says
That’s unhelpful. and rephrases her query. Feedback processing may also be of help in
case a user decides to switch the focus of the search. It may also produce rich data for
user satisfaction evaluation and can make a rival for the implicit relevance feedback used
in web search engines.
Opinion aggregation. According to the participants, sometimes what is needed is the
experience of other people in similar situations. A good conversational search system should
be able to aggregate opinions and present them to the user in a short summary, perhaps
explaining each one. P17 said: “It would be nice if I could see a summarisation of different
opinions that there exist – from different sources.”
Direct answers vs. expanded information Regarding this aspect, our participants
split into two camps: those who preferred getting direct answers to the question provided,
and those who preferred also getting a broader context. Those expecting concise answers,
were unhappy that the answers returned by the systems were too long (even for Wizard
and Human agents), and preferred to have their questions answered directly with minimum
extra information. On the other hand, those who favoured longer answers, said they
preferred talking to a person, who would recognize their true information need (beyond
the immediate question) and provide the relevant information.
The findings discussed above illustrate examples of the four interaction aspects outlined
in the statement of this thesis. The desire to keep context and ability to manipulate
the flow of the dialogue by providing feedback to the system follow directly from the
fact that a conversation between two people is seen as a collaborative act where each
participant contributes towards a mutual goal. The inability of automatic systems to
engage in this behaviour causes the lack of naturalness in phrasing one’s queries. Further,
the desire to know the source of information helps users understand the provenance of the
response and allows for an accurate evaluation of received information. This information
may further impact whether or not the user finishes their search or continues to explore
other sources. Participants’ feedback also provided an example of personal preferences
in the answer format – long and expanded with related information vs short and to the
point. Importantly, these preferences may change depending on the information need or
the environment. Finally, the study participants also expressed desire to have access to a
variety of sources, perhaps even to a compilation of opinions about the topic at hand.
The above study was conducted using text-based messaging and future research may
find it useful to confirm the findings during interactions with voice-based systems. Ad-
ditionally, the participants’ preferences with regards to the context should be explored.
Prior research showed that people may not be comfortable with using voice-based digital
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assistants in public [125]. It is also possible that voice or text may be preferred for personal
search tasks.
4.7 Chapter Summary
This chapter described a user study with three text-based dialogue systems for web search.
It compared participant behaviour when talking to a human expert, a commercial auto-
matic system, and a perceived automatic system secretly controlled by a person (imple-
mented through a Wizard-of-Oz protocol). The observations showed that people do not
have biases against automatic systems and are glad to use them as long as their expecta-
tions about answer accuracy are met. Furthermore, automatic systems may be preferred
in certain social contexts.
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Chapter 5
Exploring the Role of Conversational
Cues in Guided Task Support with
Virtual Assistants
The previous chapter illustrated that people do not have prominent biases against inter-
acting with text-based digital agents for the purposes of information finding. This chapter
continues to investigate the idea of people’s comfort when communicating with a digital
agent but in a different context: the agent is voice-based instead of text-based, and the
participants are asked to complete a culinary recipe instead of a web search task. The
study goes beyond analysing the general sentiment about the agent and delivers a fine-
grained analysis of the language used by the participants during their interactions with the
voice-based digital agent.
5.1 Motivation
As discussed in chapter 2, a conversation between people is rich and full of subtle verbal
and non-verbal cues. We use body language and tone to indicate that it’s our partner’s turn
to talk and use facial expressions to show that we are not satisfied with the information we
received. When we talk to computers, however, the protocol is much stricter and provides
little space for behaviours that are commonplace in human-to-human conversation. In
the majority of cases, commercially available agents support interactions that follow the
〈trigger word, question, answer〉-protocol. For example, a weather forecast request can go
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as follows: “Hey Siri” followed by “What is the weather like today?” with a response:
“It’s currently cloudy and 4 degrees”. Over time people adapt to this way of interaction
and phrase their queries and questions in a way that an agent can understand best [116].
Such communication protocol differs significantly from a human-to-human conversation
and may cause trigger word fatigue – a phenomenon where the necessity to pronounce a
trigger word before each request causes user frustration.
In the previous chapter, I described a study that focused on analysing user attitudes
towards a digital agent for the task of information finding – one of the top use cases for
commercial voice-based digital assistants. According to recent surveys, kitchens are in
the top of the list of smart speaker placement. In their study, Graus et al. showed that
users of smart speaker frequently employ them at mealtime to set timers or to manage
short processes related to cooking [79]. Commercial voice-based digital agents, such as
Google Home and Amazon’s Echo, implement the functionality of walking a user through
a recipe step by step [63, 171]. In this chapter, I describe a study which investigates how
users would interact with a voice-based digital agent able to understand them as well as a
human.
To tackle this problem, the author and colleagues ran a high-fidelity Wizard-of-Oz study
in which people were asked to interact with a voice-based digital agent as they prepared
a simple culinary recipe. This chapter explores potential interactions that occur in the
moments following, or in lieu of, users’ explicit “trigger word, question, answer” triples.
The goal of the study was to analyse the language that was used by the participants and
answer the question: RQ1-b: What opportunities are opened by the language people use?
In order to conduct such an investigation, a unit of analysis needs to be defined. A
challenge with analysing transcripts of verbal exchange between two or more parties is
that, unlike in written text where words and sentences follow one another, in situations
when two or more parties are involved, participants may interrupt each other and speak
at the same time [154]. During the analysis conducted in this study, a unit of analysis
was considered to be a continuous uninterrupted speech from one of the parties, called an
utterance. Although the discussed study employs a high-fidelity prototype of a voice-based
digital assistant, a dialogue between the users and the system had very well defined turns
and no interruptions occurred at any time.
As participants engaged with the agent, it was observed that their utterances divided
into two groups: (1) explicit – requests that are clearly phrased as questions (e.g., “What
do I do next?”, “What else?”), or as imperative commands (“Read me the next step.”,
“Next step.”), and (2) implicit – utterances that could not be definitively interpreted in
isolation, i.e. without the information about previous exchanges, intonation, or timing.
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1. U: Alright. Uh... What ingredients do I need?
2. A: One-half teaspoon of chili powder.
3. U: Okay.
4. A: One-eighth teaspoon of dried oregano.
5. U: Oregano. Okay.
6. A: One pinch onion powder.
7. U: Okie-doke.
8. A: Cayenne pepper to taste.
9. U: Sounds good.
10. U: Alright, can you repeat that?
11. A: Cayenne pepper to taste.
12. U: Uh, I meant all the ingredients.
Figure 5.1: An example exchange between a user (U) and the agent (A) during the Wizard-
of-Oz study. Italicised user utterances are implicit conversational cues – utterances that
advance the conversation and move the user closer to their goal, without the user asking an
explicit question nor giving an imperative command. An implicit cue cannot be definitively
interpreted without seeing the history of preceding exchanges.
For example “Okay” to signal one’s readiness to proceed to the next step, or asking to
confirm the correctness of an instruction by repeating it. For the remainder of the chapter,
I will refer to these two groups as explicit and implicit cues. For example, in Figure 1, I
consider highlighted utterances to be the implicit cues. In other words, the user intents for
utterances 3, 5, 7, 9 could not be clearly identified if they were stripped of the surrounding
context, and are therefore considered to be implicit. On the other hand, utterances like
10 leave no doubt as to what the user intent is, even if not provided with any additional
context.
The remainder of the chapter is structured as follows. I describe the Wizard-of-Oz
experiment and introduce the taxonomy of intents of verbal conversational cues for a
task-oriented dialogue. I continue to describe the different purposes of short affirmative
utterances (e.g., “Okay.”), as well as conversational cues that repeat the system’s previous




In this work, a high-fidelity Wizard-of-Oz simulation was developed. A simulated voice-
based agent was used to study the role of conversational cues in guided task scenarios. I
describe the protocol and apparatus below.
5.2.1 Apparatus
To study user interactions with a culinary assistant, a simulated assistant was developed
using a Wizard-of-Oz protocol. (The success of this experiment depended on the fidelity
of the Wizard-of-Oz simulation.) The main goal of the study was to simulate the limited
capabilities of commercial systems in terms of the answers they are able to provide. The
purpose of the experiments was not to study a well-rounded conversationalist that could
also guide users through cooking a recipe. Conversely, the simulation was designed so that
the assistant could support one narrowly defined task.
One of the main considerations in developing of the assistant was to minimize la-
tency and ensure consistency of responses across participants. To this end, a preset list
of computer-synthesized audio responses was developed from which an experimenter – the
Wizard – could select the appropriate one. The response list included each of the recipe’s
ingredients, each sentence from the list of recipe instructions, as distinct candidate answers.
Additionally, relevant culinary definitions were included (e.g., “a pinch”, “to taste”, etc.),
meta-information about the recipe (“What is the cooking time?”, “number of servings”),
as well as a “no answer” response to handle questions that fell out of scope of the current
task. The Wizard was allowed to type a free-form response, in case an unexpected but
related question was asked. However, a post-experiment analysis showed that this option
was used mainly to produce “yes” and “no” responses. Overall the design of the simulated
assistant was successful – no participants reported suspecting that they were interacting
with a simulation.
5.2.2 Procedure
A total of 10 participants (6 male, 4 female, average age 30) were invited to engage with
a simulated conversational assistant with the goal of preparing a simple culinary recipe.
Out of the 10 participants, 2 reported having used an intelligent assistant earlier that day,
5 – earlier that week, and 1 each – earlier that month, more than a month ago and never.
8 people said they usually enjoyed cooking, and 6 said they cooked often.
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Figure 5.2: Recipe for corn on the cob given to the participants
The experiment took place in an office at Microsoft Research, Redmond, USA. Partic-
ipants were briefed upon arrival, but were not instructed on what commands to use when
communicating with the conversational agent, nor were the participants informed that the
agent was a simulation. Instead, the participants were simply instructed to communicate
with the agent in a way they felt was natural in order to prepare a spice rub recipe.1
This recipe was chosen because it includes numerous preparation steps and ingredients,
but makes limited use of cooking surfaces or appliances, i.e., it is ideal for a laboratory
environment. The printed recipe was shown to the participants in the beginning of the
experiment, so that they could familiarise themselves with the process and the goal. By
showing the recipe to the participants, the experiment flow imitated a scenario where a
person cooks a previously chosen recipe with the help of a smart assistant. The printout
of the recipe was also available to the participants to consult in case they got stuck and
could not proceed with using the voice assistant, but none of the participants used this
option.
To conduct a high-fidelity simulation of the cooking process, participants were provided
with all the required recipe spices as well as additional ones to simulate a kitchen pantry
with a variety of items present, and avoid making the ingredient selection obvious. The
participants were also provided with a corn cob, as well as necessary items such as a bowl,
spoon, and foil. The experimental environment did not allow us to use real butter, or grill.
Instead of butter, participants were provided a child’s wooden cube sized as a butter stick
saying “butter” on it. All participants were instructed to pretend to use this butter cube
1http://allrecipes.com/recipe/17338/tasty-bbq-corn-on-the-cob/
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while cooking. Additionally, participants were asked to omit the last step of cooking the
recipe – the grilling of the corn – due to the absence of the grill at the experiment location.
The experiment began with a participant saying the phrase “start cooking”, and con-
cluded when the participant completed the penultimate step of the recipe (the final step
involved grilling the corn on a barbecue). During the experiment, all interactions between
the agent and the participant were mediated via a speakerphone which relayed user utter-
ances to an operator seated in another room. The operator then selected responses from
a preset list, which were then played back to the participant in a computer-synthesized
voice.2 All participants’ actions were audio and video recorded.
Upon concluding the recipe, participants were asked to complete the NASA Task Load
Index (TLX) [88] and System Usability Scale (SUS) [42] questionnaires. Given the study’s
research focus, and the simulation aspect of this experiment, these questionnaires served
primarily as a check to ensure that the simulation was of sufficient quality and completeness
to warrant the further investigation of the subtler aspects of the human-agent interaction.
Finally, the authors conducted semi-structured interviews and debriefed participants about
the simulation.
5.3 Results
In this section, I review the results of the TLX and SUS evaluations, then describe the
most common explicit requests and implicit cues that were observed in the study.
5.3.1 General Impressions
MD PD TD OP EF FR SUS
Median 22.5 7.5 42.5 12.5 20 25 84.25
IQR 13.75 5 43.75 20 21.25 16.25 13.125
Table 5.1: The scores given by the study participants to the culinary assistant. TLX scale
scores range from 0 to 100, while SUS scale scores from 1 to 5.
All 10 participants successfully completed the recipe, taking an average of 6.56 minutes
(min = 3.22, max = 8.57) and 19 conversational turns (min = 9, max = 27) to reach the
2https://responsivevoice.org/
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Figure 5.3: Distribution of utterance categories across participants
final step. The simulation received favorable scores as shown in Table 5.1 on both the TLX
and SUS scales. Notably, participants reported low frustration and low effort on the TLX.
Likewise, participants reported high levels of confidence, and low levels of inconsistency
via the SUS. Taken together these findings suggest that the simulation was of sufficient
quality and completeness to effectively ground the analysis that follows.
5.3.2 Types of User Utterances
In an initial briefing, participants were instructed to speak with the agent naturally, as if
they were conversing with another person. In fact, only a single explicit command was
mentioned to participants: “start cooking”, that activated the system. Given these limited
constraints, participants very quickly adopted a highly conversational style of dialogue,
rich with implicit cues. As an example, after the agent read the very first ingredient to
P6, she simply responded with “Okay”, then waited for the agent to continue listing the
second ingredient (as seen in Figure 5.1).
The frequency and richness of these cues presented a phenomenon for a further detailed
investigation. Throughout the rest of this chapter, the term “implicit cue” is used to denote
an utterance made by the user, that, taken out of its context (i.e. the previous exchanges,
intonation, and conversation timing), could not be definitively interpreted. Utterances for
which the intent can be clearly identified, for example “next step”, are called explicit.
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Figure 5.4: Distribution of implicit and explicit utterances across participants
Participants were not asked about the intents that corresponded to each of their ut-
terances. However, the analysis relied on the fact that the simulation was powered by a
person, who was able to infer the intent from the conversational context. The high SUS
scores and low effort evaluated using TLX (Table 5.1) serve as evidence of the high quality
of the correctness of the identified intent.
To understand the prevalence of implicit cues, the author and a colleague counted the
number of cases in which a system’s response was triggered by implicit cue and an explicit
request, as defined earlier. To do that the system’s responses were manually labelled as
either resulting from an explicit question or statement (e.g., “what is the next step?”),
or from an implicit cue (e.g., “Okie dokie”). To this end, two researchers independently
labelled 50 agent’s responses as implicit or explicit, achieving high inter-rater reliability
(Cohen’s κ = 0.92). One researcher then continued to label the remaining 142 responses.
In the end, 46 of agent’s responses (24%), were deemed to have been initiated by an implicit
cue. Figure 5.4 shows a distribution of absolute numbers of implicit cues (light grey) and
explicit requests(dark grey) across all ten participants. It can be seen that although the
fraction of implicit cues and explicit requests differ from person to person, the implicit cues
are present in the interactions of 9 out of 10 participants.
While labelling the aforementioned interactions, it was observed that implicit cues serve
numerous intents. I continue this section with examining the intents of implicit cues and
explicit requests that occurred during the course of the study.
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5.3.3 Explicit Requests
Throughout the course of the study, the system produced 192 answers, in response to users’
utterances. A total of 46 these responses were initiated from an explicit query, question, or
an imperative command. I briefly describe five most popular intents, representing (58.3%)
of all explicit user requests.
Explicit Next
The most common request simply asked for the next ingredient or step of the recipe (Figure
5.3, blue). These questions constituted 32.8% of all user requests, and varied greatly in
their phrasing: E.g., “What is step number two?”, “Next”, “What else?”, etc.
Ingredient Quantity
Comprising 8.9% of all requests, were those asking about ingredient quantities (Figure 5.3,
orange). Examples include: “How much chili powder do I need?”, “How much of each do
I need?”. The lexical variety was quite low for this category.
Repeat
7.8% of all requests, were for the agent to repeat a prior response (Figure 5.3, green; i.e.,
incorporated in “misc”). Examples include: “Can you please repeat what you just said?”,
or “Can you repeat that?”.
List Ingredients
A smaller fraction of all requests – 6.2% – were to list all, or some subset of the ingredients
(Figure 5.3, green; “misc”). Examples include: “Okay, thank you. Do I need any other
ingredients?”, “Okay. Is there anything else?”, and “Alright. So... I’ve got a few spices
in front of me. Can you tell me the spices I need to make the rub for the corn?”. As these
examples illustrate, these requests varied considerably in diversity and complexity.
Definitions
Finally, 2.8% of all requests asked for the definitions of ingredients, or cooking procedures
(Figure 5.3, green; “misc”). Examples include “What is an ear of corn?”, “What do you
mean to taste? How much should I put?”, “How high is medium-high heat is?”.
5.3.4 Implicit Intents
When interacting with the simulated agent, nine of ten participants initiated responses
using some form of implicit cues at least once. These cues served a number of distinct
intents, as described below.
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1. A: Garlic powder to taste.
2. U: Yup. Done that.
3. A: Salt and pepper to taste.
4. U: I don’t have salt. Can I omit the salt?
5. A: Yes.
6. U: Okay. Pepper’s in already.
7. A: Step number 3: blend in the softened butter.
8. U: So I pretend to do that now?
9. U: Okay, everything’s blended.
10. A: Step number four: apply this mixture to each ear of corn, and place each ear
onto a piece of aluminum foil big enough to wrap the corn.
11. U: Okay. So I applied it to the corn.
12. A: Step number five: Wrap like a burrito, and twist the ends to close.
13. U: Ends are twisted.
Figure 5.5: Example of a user (U) showing readiness to proceed by repeating previous
system response (utterances 6, 9, 11 and 13).
Implicit Next
Given the nature of the task, requests for the next step, or next ingredient were the most
common. However, 15.6% of the requests for the next step or ingredient were not phrased
explicitly. Rather, in 7.8% of cases, participants used short positive utterances, such as
“yup”, “alright” to signal that the current step was completed and they were ready to
proceed. Figure 5.1 shows an example of such interactions, as the user’s utterances “3:





Next 93 15 15 63
Acknowledgement 48 16 32 n/a
Memory 32 19 13 n/a
Table 5.2: Distribution of user utterances requesting next item on the list (Next), showing
acceptance of previous system response (Acknowledgement), and utterances spoken to keep
short term memory updated (Memory).
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In another 7.8% of cases, participants would paraphrase the step they have just com-
pleted, to signal that they were ready to go on to the next step, expecting the system to
read the next instruction or ingredient in response. Interaction of this type are outlined
in Figure 5.5, where in utterances 6, 9, 11, and 13 the participant is describing the last
completed instruction in his own words, showing that he is done with this step and is ready
to move on.
The first row of Table 5.2 illustrates the counts of next step requests using short positive
utterances, paraphrase and explicit questions.
Grounding Behavior
During the experiment, the experimenters noticed, that although the participants did not
know what parts of their speech the system could and could not understand, they would
still respond to the system’s statements. The purpose of these responses in a human-to-
human conversation is to let the other speaker – in our case the system – know that the
information has been processed and accepted, and that the dialogue may continue. In the
literature, this has been referred to as grounding behavior [54].
Grounding behavior can also be exhibited using short positive utterances, as well as
partial, or verbatim repetitions of the previous content. These behaviors have been called
“acknowledgements”, “demonstration” and “display” [54]. Grounding cues closely resem-
ble those of the implicit next category and are chiefly differentiated by how they are man-
ifested in a conversational turn. For example, utterance 3 in figure 5.6 shows a participant
paraphrasing the agent’s prior response, then using a short affirmative phrase (“Okay”),
and finally, without pause, proceeding to explicitly ask about the next ingredient. This
timing pattern precludes these cues from having an implicit next intent.
The second row of Table 5.2 gives counts of different types of grounding behavior that
has been observed in the study (an utterance is considered to be a repetition if it either
partially or fully, repeats a system response verbatim or paraphrased). During the study,
8 of 10 participants repeated a system response out loud, at least once, while preparing
the recipe.
Rehearsing Behavior
Another curious phenomenon presented itself when participants talked to themselves while
they were in the process of completing a step. With this sort of “memory rehearsal”
behavior people refresh and maintain items in their short-term memory [60], which is
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believed to rely on the same pathways as language and speech. Consequently, people often
narrate recipes, as Figure 5.7 demonstrates. In that case, the participant was repeating
the name of the ingredient he was looking for, while he was looking for it.
1. U: How much onion powder?
2. A: One pinch onion powder.
3. U: One pinch. Okay, and how much
oregano?
4. A: One-eighth teaspoon of dried
oregano.
5. U: Okay.
Figure 5.6: Example of acknowledgement
by the user (U) with okay’s and repetitions
(utterances 3, 5).
1. A: Garlic powder to taste.
2. U: Garlic powder...
3. U: Garlic powder to taste...
4. U: Garlic powder to taste... Okay,
one second.
5. U: Garlic powder... Garlic powder...
Figure 5.7: Example of a user (U) repeat-
ing the response to himself while completing
the step (utterances 2, 3, 4, 5)
Clarifications and Confirmations
Additionally, response repetitions came as clarifying questions (Figure 5.9). Whenever
people didn’t understand the system’s response, had doubts about its correctness, or needed
more detailed information, they would often repeat a part of the system’s response that
was not clear, expecting it to provide more thorough explanation.
Closely related to clarifying questions are those that seek confirmations. Such user
utterances occurred 10 times (5.2%) throughout the experiment. Their purpose was to
confirm user s belief about a step in the recipe. An example is listed in Figure 5.8. Here
the first part of utterance 2 is reiterating previous content and user s actions, while the
second part serves as a cue for confirmation.
5.4 Implications, Limitations and Future Work
As it has been shown above, implicit cues constitute a large portion of interactions between
a user and a digital agent. A dialogue system that is able to recognize and act upon these
requests will enable its users to interact using a more human-like style of language, yielding
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1. U: So I applied all the ingredients
on the corn, and then applied the soft-
ened butter and wrapped it with the alu-
minum. Right?
2. A: Correct.
3. U: Perfect. What’s next?
Figure 5.8: Example of a user (U) confirm-
ing an existing belief about a recipe step
(utterance 1).
1. A: One quarter cup butter, softened.
2. U: One quarter of the butter?
3. A: One quarter cup butter, softened.
4. U: One quarter cup butter. Okay.
Figure 5.9: Example of a user (U) asking for
clarification on the previous response (ut-
terance 2).
high satisfaction scores even when constrained to a simple response model (e.g., limited to
sentence selection for question answering [197]).
The results of the study lead us to answer the research question posed in the beginning
RQ1-b: What opportunities are opened by the language people use? According to the
outcomes of the analysis of user utterances, it may be possible to understand when the
user is prepared for the next step in the recipe, when the user has heard the agent’s response
and understood it vs when the user is not certain about what they heard, and finally, by
monitoring the rehearsing behaviour it may be possible to infer the step of the recipe the
user is working on at the moment even if they did not use the agent the entire time. The
results build on top of the findings described in chapter 4 and indicate that as long as an
agent it responding correctly, people are ready to speak to a computer in the same way they
speak to another person. The digital agent employed in the study supported participants’
way to communicate with it, the high scores of SUS and NASA TLX illustrate that this
was an important quality, further supporting the statement of this thesis – users’ ability to
communicate their intent to the system. One of the participants did not use any implicit
cues, and instead spoke to the agent using only explicit requests. This shows that people
may choose a different mode of interaction with a digital assistant, in this case the choice
could be between an agent that reacts to implicit cues, or one that can only process explicit
requests.
In the Wizard-of-Oz study, participants did not need to issue a trigger word to initiate
interactions, and I believe that this property is one reason for observing such a high fre-
quency of short conversation cues such as “Okay” and “Yup”. One of the advantages of
the simulation was that it was listening to the user at all times, which could be challeng-
ing to implement in practice (there are both technical limitations and privacy concerns).
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However, in the current study, most of these implicit cues followed shortly after an agent’s
prior responses. Leaving the microphone on for a few moments after each response may
be an acceptable compromise and could allow for a more seamless dialogue flow.
Despite having different intents, many implicit cues and utterances transcribe into the
same lexical representation. However, contemporary virtual assistant frameworks follow a
pipeline architecture, transcribing user utterances prior to doing intent classification [1, 2].
In such an architecture, correct classification of these conversational cues will be challenging
if not impossible. To extend their functionality, frameworks and SDKs should include
information about prosody, and other acoustic features. These features have already proven
to be valuable in improving the detection of dialogue acts [173, 100], which can be seen as a
similar – but coarser-grained – taxonomy of spoken intents. Likewise, it will be important
for situated agents to model a user's attention, either through acoustic features alone [69],
or through gaze, so as to facilitate addressee detection. This will allow more conversational
cues to be captured in the first place, by allowing the mic to stay on between utterances,
and perhaps by eliminating wake words altogether.
A limitation of this study is its singular focus on recipes might raise questions about
the generalisability of the findings. Prior work has studied the importance of implicit cues
in human-to-human task-oriented dialogues over a range of tasks [79, 80]. The current
Wizard-of-Oz study shows that the importance of these cues extends to at least one class
of human-agent task-oriented dialogue: cooking while interacting with a voice-based digital
assistant. A culinary recipe is effectively a set of instructions leading to a result. While
the study’s focus is limited to the task of following a recipe, its conclusions may be ex-
panded to cover other instructions-like scenarios [11, 33, 121]. Though the study protocol
employed a simulated agent, a number of steps were taken to ensure that the simulation
was convincing, and was close in fidelity to existing voice-based digital assistants. To this
end, it is reasonable to expect to see categories like implicit next, grounding, clarification,
and confirmation, in other human-agent task-oriented dialogues.
5.5 Chapter Summary
Current voice-based conversational assistants mostly abide by the 〈trigger word, question,
answer〉 paradigm, which constrains user interactions, and a number of implicit conver-
sational cues are missed as a result. This work studied a set of common implicit cues
exhibited by users of a simulated voice-based dialogue assistant for the task of cooking a
culinary recipe. The study analysis described these cues and their intents in detail and
provided a set of design implications for designing task-oriented dialogue systems.
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Chapter 6
A Mixed-Method Analysis of Text
and Audio Search Interfaces with
Varying Task Complexity
In the last two chapters, I discussed the question of how users would interact with digital
assistants that could understand and/or respond to them as well as humans. In the next
chapters, I will consider the question of how the design of current dialogue systems can be
improved with existing tools. This and the following chapter are focusing on RQ2: how can
we improve interaction with voice-based digital assistants using currently available tools?
In this chapter, reports on the results of a study aimed to investigate how search
results can be presented to the user over an audio-only channel. The study compares and
contrasts the representation of search results over two mediums: text and audio. The
study consists of two parts. The first part is a crowdsourcing-based experiment exposing
the differences between searcher’s perceptions and understanding of text and audio search
results. Motivated by these results, the second part of the study further investigates
the reasons behind these differences through a mixed-methods laboratory study. After
discussing the results of both parts of the study, I reflect on how a search system’s awareness
of the content of the search results can facilitate an extended user interaction and propose a
set of guidelines for the design of audio search results. Finally, I propose a set of guidelines
for the design of audio search results.
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6.1 Motivation
Voice-based dialogue systems have seen a steady increase in recent years. A 2014 Google
survey indicated that 55% of teenagers and 41% of adults used voice search at least once a
day [78]. The popularity of voice-based digital assistants (e.g., Google Assistant, Amazon
Alexa, or Siri) is continuing to grow substantially [40]. In 2018 Forbes predicted that voice
queries would make up to 30–50% of all web searches by the year 2020 [71]. While this
forecast may not have come true, one thing is clear — voice search is on the rise.
Current state-of-the-art voice search systems perform well for factoid or simple ques-
tions, where an exact answer or a top-ranked paragraph can be read out loud and digested
by the listener with little difficulty [150]. As discussed in chapter 1 and illustrated in Fig-
ure 2.4, for more complex questions, a voice assistant may redirect its user to a companion
app (usually phone-based), where search results will be displayed on the screen. In the
latter case, the transition effectively interrupts the user’s experience by shifting it from an
audio modality to a visual one. Depending on the situation (e.g., if the user is occupied
with a primary activity, such as driving, where their eyes and/or hands are engaged), it
might be infeasible or even dangerous for the user to attend to their screen-based device.
Indeed, according to prior research, one of the most attractive features of voice assistants
is their ability to support hands-free interaction and multitasking [116].
More recently, there has been a revival in studying voice-only search interactions, with
an increase in attention from the natural-language processing community [175, 178]. These
research efforts aim to identify the high-level patterns that the searchers follow. However,
little is known about how people perceive voice-only search results. The studies described
in this chapter aim to address this gap.
The predecessor of a voice-based web search interface is a text-based web search inter-
face displayed on a screen. Hearst [89] provides an overview of the historical changes to
visual web search interfaces over time. Researchers in this field examine the representation
of a search engine results page (SERP) — historically represented as a list of captions,
each corresponding to a web page. In turn, each caption includes a title, the page URL,
and a brief summary (or “snippet”) of the content of the page. Much research has been
conducted in relation to the visual representation of these captions [62, 118, 19, 55, 152].
In this work, I juxtapose the findings discovered in their to the findings discovered during
my investigation of audio-based search interfaces. Though prior work demonstrated that
translating a text interface to an audio one can be problematic [195], the current study
makes a first step towards a fine-grained understanding of the features that makes an audio
caption “good”.
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In this chapter, I outline a set of design guidelines aiming at presenting a set of search
results (in the absence of a single correct answer) using a voice-only channel. The study
addresses the following research questions RQ2-a: Does the medium (text/audio) over
which search results are delivered affect the user’s search result preference? and RQ2-b:
What aspects of audio-based search results are important for the accurate assessment of
relevance by the user?
To answer these questions, an experiment in two parts (further referred to as AMT and
LAB) was conducted, employing quantitative and qualitative methods and analysed the
collected data through a mixed-methods approach [153]. In the AMT study, 69 crowd-
workers were asked to judge the relevance of a set of pre-selected results presented in text,
audio, or image format, for six search tasks. The LAB study focused on text and audio
interfaces. A total of 36 people were invited to participate in a controlled laboratory ex-
periment, during which they were asked to judge the relevance of the same set of search
results presented in text or audio format. The LAB study also included semi-structured
interviews with the participants, which provided rich insight into the aspects of audio-
based web search results presentation that need to be considered in the design of future
voice-based search systems. In both studies, the complexity of the search tasks varied to
account for the variability of experience that it can produce [22].
The results of this study answer RQ2-a, showing that there is indeed a significant
difference in users’ search result preference depending on whether the search results are
presented in the Text or Audio condition. The study findings also demonstrate evidence
that the Audio condition leads to a significant increase in the searcher’s perceived workload
compared to the Text condition. The analysis does not reveal a significant interaction
between the complexity of a search task and the medium in terms of users’ search result
preference or their perceived workload. The qualitative results of the study address RQ2-b
and lead to a set of design guidelines for audio captions for web search results.
6.2 Study Design
To address RQ2-a and RQ2-b, a two-part user study was conducted. The first part (further
referred to as AMT, short for “Amazon Mechanical Turk”), aimed to explore potential
differences between searcher choices when search results were presented in text or audio
(i.e., medium) in a crowdsourcing setup. The concept of crowdsourcing studies is described
in detail in chapter 3. The results of the experiment suggested that there was a significant
difference in searcher preferences depending on whether the search results were presented
in a Text or Audio condition. To explore this phenomenon in more detail, a follow-up
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laboratory experiment (further referred to as LAB) was conducted where the differences in
searcher choices discovered in the AMT study were confirmed. Additionally rich qualitative
data was collected explaining the challenges in perception of the audio results.
Throughout both parts of this investigation (ATM and LAB), the same search tasks
and interfaces were used. In the following sections, I describe these parts as well as the
procedure for the AMT and LAB parts of the study.
6.2.1 Search Tasks
Considering that the complexity of search tasks can have a substantial effect on user
behaviour, six search tasks of varying complexity levels were selected. Following Bailey
et al. [22] and Trippas et al. [176], the current study adopted the following three levels
of complexity from the taxonomy defined by Wu et al. [192]: remember (R), understand
(U), and analyse (A). To provide the study participants with a detailed description of the
supposed information need, backstories proposed by Bailey et al. [22] were used. Table 6.1
presents the tasks that were used as well as their corresponding backstories and complexity
levels.
ID Task Topic Backstory Complexity




Gazing up into the night sky you see some of
the planets come out. It would be great to
look at some close up pictures of the planets.
You remember hearing about the voyage of
the spacecraft Magellan, and wonder which
planet it allowed scientists to explore.
Remember
034 How tall is CN
tower in Toronto?
Every city seems to have at least one really
big building in it these days, but depending
on how long ago the building was built, it
may no longer seem quite so big. Growing
up in Toronto, Canada, the biggest building
by far was the CN Tower. How tall was it?
Remember
009* What year was
the phonograph
invented?
You’ve been talking with your niece about
changes in music technology. You realize you
don’t know much about anything from before
you were born, and you’d like to know when
the phonograph was invented.
Remember
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002 Marine Vegetation You recently heard a commercial about the
health benefits of eating algae, seaweed and
kelp. This made you interested in finding out
about the positive uses of marine vegetation,





On the T.V. news last night, you saw footage
of scientists in Antarctica. There seemed a
surprising number of people there. This got
you wondering what scientific expeditions or





You recently heard that a new space tele-
scope is to be launched in 2021 to replace the
Hubble Space Telescope. This made you cu-
rious about the accomplishments of the Hub-
ble Telescope since it was launched in 1991.
How did it produce new better quality data
than was previously available? How did it




You recently saw a news report about global
warming which mentioned hydroelectric en-
ergy as a green alternative. This made you
interested in finding out about new hydro-
electric projects around the world: which
countries are engaged in the construction
of hydroelectric projects, and where are the
projects located? What is their purpose, and
what are possible problems or consequences?
Analyse
Table 6.1: Search tasks used in the study
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(a) Text condition (b) Audio condition
Figure 6.1: For each task five search results were presented in text or audio formats. The
Text interface reproduced the general look of Google’s search engine result page. The links
were not clickable to restrict the participants’ access to information. The Audio interface
supports only the basic functionality to emulate the voice-only environment of a voice
assistant where a searcher has limited control over audio playback, such as one might have
in a system controlled only by voice.
6.2.2 Search Results
For each search task, as seen in Table 6.1, the system displayed five search results to
the participants. To generate these search results, the “search topic” was submitted as a
search query to Google and the 1st, 5th, 10th, 50th, and 100th search engine results were
collected, with the assumption that the 1st, 5th, and 10th result will be more relevant than
50th and 100th. Results linked to PDF files were skipped and replaced by the next ranked
non-PDF document. For queries that yielded less than 100 results, the last one was used
to represent the 100th result. For each result, the following information was collected: the
displayed title, URL, snippet, and screenshot of the underlying web page.1
6.2.3 Interfaces
This study explores the differences between searcher behaviour and perception of results
when those are presented in either Text or Audio format.2 Both conditions displayed the
task topic, followed by its corresponding backstory from [22]. Below the backstory, five
1This dataset is available at https://github.com/sashavtyurina/audio-serp-ictir-2020.
2The AMT part of the study also included an Image interface where the results were presented in the
form of the snapshot of the underlying documents. However, this chapter focuses on comparing text and
audio interfaces and does not report on the results of the image interface.
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search results were displayed, as shown in Figure 6.1. The order of results was randomized
to ameliorate participants’ bias towards the top-ranked result [96]. For each task, partic-
ipants were instructed to select three results: one they considered to be the most useful
(i.e., the one they would click on first), the second most useful, and the least useful one.
Each result was denoted using letters A-E to avoid the confusion between notations “best”
and “first”. For each task, the bottom portion of the page displayed three sets of radio
buttons, with options A-E, where the participants could make their selection.
Text Condition The Text condition (Figure 6.1a) reproduced the general look of Google’s
search engine result page with similar fonts and colors, to make the interface more familiar
to participants. In contrast to the standard Google search engine results, the captions were
made non-clickable to restrict the information available to the participants.
Audio Condition The search results in the Audio condition (Figure 6.1b) were displayed
through five identical play/stop buttons. The audio interface was kept minimalistic. It
did not provide participants with an option to pause or jump to a different position of
the audio, nor did it display the information about the time elapsed, or percentage of the
clip played. We chose to support only the basic functionality to emulate the voice-only
environment of a voice assistant where a searcher has limited control over audio playback,
such as one might have in a system controlled only by voice.
Prior research suggests that direct translations of text interfaces to audio ones are
suboptimal for human comprehension of the system [195], however to the best of our
knowledge, no prior work explored the translation of search result captions to audio format.
As a starting point, we chose to heavily base the audio representation of search captions
on the text content. As such, we generated audio results by combining the search results’
caption components: the title, top-level domain of the URL, and the snippet. We replaced
ellipses in the snippets with periods. To produce audio clips, we used Google’s text-to-
speech engine using voice en-US-Wavenet-A.3 We recorded 30 audio clips — five for each
of the six presented tasks — with duration ranging from 11 to 29 seconds (median=16
seconds, IQR=6 seconds). Figure 6.2 illustrates a text result, and a transcript of the
corresponding audio result. We instrumented both interfaces by logging user interactions
with them. Specifically, we recorded interactions with the audio results — which results
were played and for how long.
3https://cloud.google.com/text-to-speech/
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Table 6.2: Text snippet and a corresponding audio snippet.
The audio result is generated by concatenating the text result’s title, the word
“From”, the text result’s domain, and the text result’s snippet.
In depth. Magellan - Nasa solar system exploration. From solarsystem dot nasa dot
gov. Nasa’s real-time science encyclopedia of deep space exploration. Magellan was
the first planetary spacecraft launched from the Space shuttle. Manifest into the
1990s, which included a number of planetary missions. A new study reveals asteroid
impacts on ancient Mars could have produced key.
6.2.4 Procedure
The design for both studies crossed two main factors: medium (two levels) and complexity
(three levels). The order of individual tasks (six tasks, two for each complexity level) and
mediums was counterbalanced, rotating them in a Latin square design, such that each
task occurred with every medium. Each participant was exposed to both Text and Audio
conditions. Participants in the AMT study completed two tasks in Text condition and two
tasks in Audio condition. Participants in the LAB study completed three tasks in Text
and three tasks in Audio condition. For each task, participants were asked to select three
search results: (1) the most useful result, the one they would click on first for the task; (2)
the second most useful result, and (3) the least useful result for completing the task.
Both AMT and LAB studies were approved through the ethics approval process for
research involving human participants at the University of Waterloo.
Part 1 - AMT.
Each participant completed two tasks in the Text condition and three in the Audio
condition. One of the audio tasks served as a quality check as described in Section 6.2.4.
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The study took on average 21 minutes.
Quality control
As described in section 3.3 of chapter 3, data collected using crowdsourcing may contain
noise. To ensure the quality of the data collected in this study, the participant pool was
restricted to workers who had approval rating 95% or higher, have completed more than
1,000 tasks, and lived in the US to ensure a high level of English proficiency. To ensure
high quality of submissions, a “golden task” was included as an attention check (task 009
in Table 6.1). This task was presented as the final task for every participant in the Audio
condition. The search results for this task included 1st and 5th hits from Google, and three
results that belonged to other topics, not presented on the previous pages. A submission
was considered to be of acceptable quality if the two relevant results were selected as the
most useful and the second most useful. As a measure of additional quality assurance, the
judgements of the workers who did not click on all audio clips in the Audio condition were
discarded. All crowdworkers were paid 3.50 regardless of the quality of their submissions.
Part 2 - LAB.
The second part of the study aimed to carefully examine specific differences that exist
between searcher perception of search results in Text vs. Audio conditions, as well as the
reasons for these differences. This part of the study followed a similar procedure as the
AMT study.
After providing their consent and filling out a short demographics survey, participants
were given two training tasks — one in Text and one in Audio condition — to become
familiar with both interfaces and the flow of the experiment. After completing each task,
participants competed the NASA-TLX questionnaire — a scale to subjectively assess men-
tal workload [88]. The scale measures mental, physical, and temporal demand, perfor-
mance, effort, and frustration. The “physical demand” measure was omitted since there
was no physical exertion involved. After each task, the experimenter conducted a short
semi-structured interview. During each interview, participants were asked to explain what
attracted them in the result they selected as the most useful one, whether their decision
was affected by any particular part of the result or keywords. Finally, the experimenter
asked participants to recall the results they chose as most useful and as the second most
useful. Upon completing all six tasks, the experimenter conducted a post-study interview,
in which participants were asked about their general impressions of the audio results they
heard and how they thought audio results could be improved. The study took on average
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44 minutes. All participants were reimbursed $10 for their time. The experiment was audio
recorded to facilitate transcription and analysis of participants’ interview responses.
6.2.5 Participants
Table 6.3 illustrates the characteristics of the study participants for the AMT and LAB
parts. After removing submissions that did not pass the quality check, data from 69 crowd-
workers remained. For LAB study, we recruited 37 participants from the local university, of
which the data for one person who did not fully understand the instructions, were excluded.












Amazon Echo 23 6




Multiple Times a Day 12 3
Once a day 5 2
Multiple Times a Week 19 4
Once a Week or Less 33 27
6.3 Quantitative Findings
This section examined the effect of the interaction medium (text or audio) on the partic-
ipants’ search results preferences as well as on their perceived workload from both AMT
and LAB studies.
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6.3.1 Differences in Ranking
In this section, I describe the results of the study findings regarding differences in users’
ability to identify useful results between the Text and Audio conditions. Specifically,
whether searchers make fewer choices that reflect the true ranking of results in the Audio
condition compared to the Text condition.
Number of result choices consistent with true ranking
In the experimental setup, participants were asked to select the most, second-most, and
least useful results from the five results shown to them. In this setup, participant choices
are considered to be consistent with the true ranking of the results (i.e., the ranked result
position on Google’s SERP) if they have the same relative order. In other words, if their
most useful result choice was the top-ranked Google result, the choice is consistent with
the result’s true ranking. Similarly for their second-most useful result choice if it was the
second-highest ranked Google result (the second-highest ranked Google result is the result
at rank five on Google’s SERP), and for the least useful result if it was the lowest-ranked
Google result presented to them. Therefore, in each of their tasks, the study participants
could make between 0 and 3 choices consistent with results’ true rankings (e.g., in our
definition, selecting results with true ranks [1, 5, 100] as most, second-most and least-useful
is equivalent with making 3 consistent result choices, whereas selecting results with true
ranks [10, 1, 50] is equivalent with 0 consistent choices). Consequently, the analysis aims
to determine whether participants make fewer consistent choices in the Audio condition
compared to the Text condition.
To test whether differences between the experimental conditions (Text or Audio) are
meaningful, a test statistic was bootstrapped using data collected in the experiments —
in this case, the average difference in the number of consistent choices between the two
conditions were bootstrapped [48]. To achieve this, the number of consistent choices in both
Audio and Text conditions is computed, using the experimental data, then repeatedly (N =
1000) sample with replacement from the two conditions, subtract the two samples (i.e., Text
samples minus Audio samples) and then compute the average difference between the two
samples. Then this procedure is repeated (M = 1000). This method allows to compute the
sampling distribution of the average difference in the number of consistent choices between
the two conditions. Similarly, to compute the distribution of the average difference under
the null hypothesis (i.e., when there are no differences between experimental conditions),
the same procedure is conducted using sampling from Text condition.
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Figure 6.2: Average difference in number of consistent result choices, between text and
audio, under the (a) Null hypothesis, and in the (b) LAB study and AMT study. An
average difference higher than 0 means more consistent choices in the text experimental
condition compared to the audio condition. Markers indicate mean average difference and
95% confidence intervals for the mean value. Both the LAB study and the AMT study
suggest that the text condition leads to more consistent choices compared to the audio
condition.
Figure 6.2 shows the results of our bootstrap test. Both the LAB data and the AMT
data suggest that searchers make more choices consistent with result true ranking in the
Text condition compared to the Audio condition, on average — for the LAB study, the
mean average difference is 0.17 (SD = 0.03), whereas for the AMT study, the mean average
difference is 0.16 (SD = 0.03). This is indicated by the fact that the distribution for the
average difference statistic (in both studies) is entirely positive. Furthermore, the mean
average difference and its associated 95% confidence interval, in both studies, is entirely
positive — under the null hypothesis this difference is expected to be 0 — and therefore we
reject the null hypothesis of no differences between Text and Audio conditions with respect
to the average number of consistent choices at the 95% confidence level. These findings
suggest that, on average, participants make one more result choice consistent with result
true ranking in the Text condition compared to the Audio condition every five selections
(mean average difference ∼ 0.2). The measured difference is unlikely due to chance or noise
in our experimental data.
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Figure 6.3: Probability of selecting the top-ranked Google result as most useful (Text
and Audio conditions). LAB study (left) and AMT study (right). Markers indicate mean
probability and 95% confidence intervals for the mean value.
Probability of selecting the top-ranked result as most useful
In addition to differences in the average number of consistent choices, we also analyzed
differences in searchers’ ability to identify the most useful (i.e., highest ranked Google
result) result in both Text and Audio conditions. To this end, we modelled the probability
of choosing the highest ranked result as most useful, in both conditions, using logistic
regression. Specifically, we modelled log( p
1−p) = α+ β · isAudio, where p is the probability
of the most useful result being the top-ranked Google result, and isAudio is an indicator
variable for the audio condition,4 and fit one separate model for each study. After fitting
the models, we use the regression coefficient distributions to compute the probability of
selecting the top-ranked result as most useful, in each of the experimental conditions, across
the two studies we conducted. Figure 6.3 shows the distribution of these probabilities,
together with their mean values and associated 95% confidence intervals.
In both our studies, differences between Text and Audio conditions related to searchers’
ability to identify the top-ranked search result as most useful are present, but not signifi-
cant. As shown in Figure 6.3, confidence intervals for the mean probability of identifying
the top-ranked result overlap in the two conditions.
4We use PyMC3 with the No-U-Turn Sampler to fit our models, for each iteration generating 10000
samples, burning the initial 2000 samples. We note that all our regression coefficient estimates converge
using this sampling approach.
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Effects of task complexity
To study the interaction between task complexity and result medium (text or audio) on
searchers’ ability to identify the most useful result, we extend our regression analysis from
the previous section to include additional factors that encode our manipulations of task
complexity. Specifically, we modelled the log-odds of selecting the top-ranked result as
most useful using: log( p
1−p) = α + β · isAudio + δ · complexity + γ · isAudio · complexity
(where complexity is encoded using a dummy variable with two levels). We note that,
although complexity has a main effect on the probability of selecting the top-ranked re-
sult as most useful (with the Understand complexity level leading to fewest most useful
choices consistent with true result ranking), our analysis did not reveal an interaction effect
between task complexity and the medium.
6.3.2 Perceived Workload
In this section, I report on the results of investigation of whether the task complexity and
the medium (text or audio) influenced the searchers’ perceived workload.
In the LAB study, after completing each task, we asked participants to fill out a NASA-
TLX questionnaire [88]. We omitted the physical scale since the task did not assume any
physical exertion. The mental and temporal demand, effort, and frustration scales in the
NASA-TLX range from 1 (low) to 20 (high); and the performance scale ranges from 1
(good) to 20 (poor).
We found that participants estimated that Audio tasks were more demanding than
Text across all scales. Since the scores were not normally distributed, we used the Mann-
Whitney-Wilcoxon test (MWW) to check whether there are significant differences in scores
between Text and Audio conditions. We found that there were significant differences
between all five scales, as shown in Table 6.4.
To estimate whether the complexity of the tasks had an effect on the estimated work-
load, we used a linear mixed-effect model [25] with the medium and the task complexity as
main factors, and participant ID and task ID as random factors. We did not find that the
task complexity significantly contributed to the difference in NASA-TLX scores, or that
there was an interaction between the task complexity and the medium.
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Table 6.4: NASA-TLX results for the LAB study. Wilcoxon Signed Rank (W) test showed
that for all scales the differences in scores between Audio and Text conditions are unlikely
due to chance. Cohen’s d (d) values correspond to medium effect size [103].
TLX Scale Text Audio W p d
Med IQR Med IQR
Temporal 22.5 36.25 45.0 45.0 464.5 < 0.001 0.61
Mental 32.5 41.25 55.0 40.0 992.0 < 0.001 0.56
Effort 30.0 40.0 55.0 40.0 1028.0 < 0.001 0.58
Perf. 20.0 25.0 30.0 35.0 1140.5 < 0.001 0.52
Frustration 20.0 30.0 40.0 40.0 791.5 < 0.001 0.60
6.4 Qualitative Findings
This section tackles RQ2-b: “What aspects of audio-based search results are important
for the accurate assessment of relevance by the user?” As part of the LAB study, the
experimenter conducted a set of semi-structured interviews, where participants were asked
about their impressions of the results they heard/saw, what attracted them in the results
they selected as the best and second-best ones, and whether they could remember the two
results they selected as the most useful ones. After each task presented in the Audio con-
dition, the experimenter asked whether the audio results were challenging to comprehend,
and if so, what made it challenging. The participants were also asked how they envisioned
changing the representation of the audio results.
During the study, with participants’ consent, the interviews were audio recorded for
the ease of transcription later. Three researchers analysed the transcribed interviews and
jointly developed a codebook using the method of affinity diagramming [108]. In this
section, I report on the findings and observations that resulted from this analysis. I outline
the participants’ perceived challenges of the audio results, including some of the behavioural
patterns that could be important for consideration and design of future voice-based search
systems.
6.4.1 Navigation Shortcuts
When discussing the selected results with participants, an interesting trend emerged. Par-
ticipants tended to refer back to the results using a word, a phrase, or the result’s source.
Often it was a short “handle” that they associated with the result while listening to/reading
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it. For example, P17 said, “The first one is Zimbabwe one, and... I think I clicked the
Philadelphia one.” Similarly, P13 said, “The last one was about Tunisia”. Interestingly,
the “handle” was not always topically relevant to the task at hand, rather it could be a
word or a phrase that stood out to the participant, for example, P11: “The best one was
the brief history one”. Twenty-seven people used a single word to refer to a result they
saw/heard at least once during the experiment.
Twenty people used a multi-word phrase for the same purpose. For example, P11 said,
“The second one was the Tallest Buildings in North America”. The source could also serve
as a “handle”, and twenty-nine people used the source to talk about the results, such as
P13: “I think the third one was ScienceDirect”, and P2: “I chose the NASA one as the best
one, and then the one from “the weather network” as the second best one”. Additionally,
twelve people talked about a specific search result describing the type of the underlying
page, such as P11: “It’s something of a research study”, and P9: “The best one was from
a travel website”.
In an end-to-end voice-based web search system, the searchers will ultimately select a
result to hear more from, the voice equivalent of clicking on a result. Additionally one
can envision a scenario in which a searcher might ask to hear a certain caption again. To
facilitate smooth navigation and to understand which result the searcher is referring to,
the system should be aware of the contents of the results it returns, providing a clear and
natural method for referencing them.
6.4.2 Challenges with Audio Results Perception
Each participant in the LAB study completed three Audio tasks with five results per task,
listening in total to fifteen audio clips. We generated the audio results from text captions
by concatenating the title, top-level domain, and the summary as demonstrated in Fig-
ure 6.2. Below we discuss the challenges in perception of audio results that were raised by
our participants.
Uncertainty about result structure. The structure and contents of the results should
be made clear. Some searchers found it challenging to understand how the audio results
were constructed and what information to expect from them. In particular, some par-
ticipants pointed out that it was difficult to distinguish between the title, URL, and the
snippet when listening to the audio results. P2 said,“The URLs and the sources they kind
of like blended in to actual information”. When P5 was asked whether the URL played
had an effect on the choice of the best result, they were surprised replying: “Was there a
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URL there?” Perhaps this problem could be mitigated by amending the results to clearly
indicate the roles of the constituent parts, or by varying the prosody of the generated audio
as discussed in above.
Uncertainty about clip duration. Searchers should be made aware of the duration
of the audio results. Another source of uncertainty was the unknown length of the audio
clips. P6 expressed their unhappiness with it, comparing the experience with Instagram
videos: “I couldn’t tell when it was going to stop... It’s why Instagram videos suck — you
can’t see how far along you are in the video”. P10 put forward the idea of starting a clip
with an audio signal, where the volume would indicate how long the clip will be. Perhaps
a length of the signal, rather than volume, can be used to achieve this goal.
Monotonicity of the audio. Prosodic features of the audio should be varied. Seven
of our participants reported that monotonous audio was difficult to comprehend. As P18
says, “It was very monotone, washing over me”. Furthermore, difference audio features can
be used to separate the components of the result. According to P17, “Sometimes it’s hard
to know whether it’s talking about the source or if it’s the summary. So just having that
distinction by pausing a little bit... would be really helpful”. Future work could explore the
influence of varying pitch, speaking speed, and pauses on the comprehension level. Similar
concerns motivated the work of Chuklin et al. [52], who used prosody modifications to
verbally “highlight” the answer inside a longer paragraph. Later, Winters et al. [191] used
different audio generation features to signal the sentiment of the underlying text.
Abbreviations. Abbreviations and punctuation should be avoided whenever possible. As
noted by eight of our participants, URLs consisting of several subdomains (e.g., “plus.maths.org”,
), or containing abbreviations (e.g., “AMNH” standing for ”American Museum of Natu-
ral History”) were difficult to parse and were a cause of frustration. For example, P11
says, “...when somebody’s speaking like double-u double-u double-u dot wikipedia, you’re
like noooo. Probably not the easiest”. However, the source of the result was an impor-
tant consideration, with thirty-two participants mentioning that they paid attention to
the source when making their relevance judgements. Using the name of the website can
be considered an alternative way to represent the source. P13 provides an example: “Just
give me the name of the website, just say ‘Wikipedia’, just say ‘NASA’, whatever it was, I
don’t need the URL”.
Truncated sentences. Truncated snippet sentences can be a cause of disruption for the
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participants. Fourteen people mentioned that sentences would cut off abruptly before com-
municating important information about the result. As P13 said, “It started to talk about
the planets and then it went to dot dot dot and... I feel like they were getting there. So the
‘dot dot dot’ was not in the right place”. The clipped sentences made it hard to judge the
relevance of the result. P18 provides an example: “This one on the ScienceDirect using
algae and marine vegetation looked like it could have been promising, but then it cuts off,
so not sure”. In contrast, this snippet truncation disruption was not mentioned for the
text interface. As part of future work, we suggest experimenting with snippets consisting
of full sentences to ease the comprehension of audio.
Repetitions. Audio results should avoid repetitions. According to our participants, repet-
itive terms tend to make the experience frustrating. We found that such repetitions may
occur due to different reasons. First, a snippet — normally the longest part of the search
result caption — might contain repetitive terms, as noted by P1: “It was pretty annoying
because it started off with something like ‘action plan’... ‘implementation of the action
plan’, just kept saying those couple of words again and again. So that was frustrating.”
Additionally, repetitions may be caused by the overlapping terms between the different
parts of the caption. For example, P13 said: “He said the URL, or something like that,
and then he repeated the title which was the exact same thing as the URL”. Interestingly,
no such comments were made for text condition, though the content was identical, which
leads us to assume that audio is a more sensitive medium in this respect. A recommenda-
tion against repetitions in text search results was also outlined by Clarke et al. [55], who
list as one of their guidelines: “When query terms are present in the title, they need not
be repeated in the snippet”.
6.4.3 Cognitive Load
Finally, as supported by NASA-TLX responses in Table 6.4, we observed that our partic-
ipants considered tasks in the Audio condition to be more mentally demanding than the
ones in the Text condition. Due to the linear and non-persistent nature of audio, fifteen
people noted that they had to pay constant attention to the audio results to not miss an
important part. For example, P19 indicated, “I had to carefully listen to the audio. And
when I’m listening to audio, I feel like this is the only chance I’m listening to it”. Skimming
through results was impossible in the audio interface, which was noted by sixteen people,
who said that reading through results felt faster than listening to them. P12 provided
an example: “I can browse through the results quicker visually. And I’m able to pick out
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keywords”. It is not unlikely that the level of mental effort is dependant on the searcher’s
working memory: prior work found an effect between the level of working memory and the
outcome of a search process [50].
Lack of control over the pace of the speech was pointed out as a downside of the audio
results by eight participants. This aspect was previously discussed by Abdolrahmani et
al. [5], who reflected on the need of more advanced features for voice assistants. Such
functionality was recently introduced by Amazon, enabling Alexa to speak faster or slower
on user’s request [174].
6.5 Chapter Summary
The study described in this chapter addresses RQ2: How can we improve interaction using
currently available tools?. Commercial voice-based digital assistants are often used for web
search, however, they are limited in the amount of information they are able to return via
an audio-only channel without displaying any additional information on the screen. The
results of the study described in this chapter suggest that although there are differences
in the preference of search results chosen in Text and Audio interfaces, the differences in
selecting the most useful result are not significant. This finding leads one to conclude that
even the imperfect representation of web search results through an audio channel allows for
a fairly accurate selection of the web search results, although at a price of a much higher
cognitive load. Notably, our qualitative analysis of rich interview data with the LAB study
participants revealed a number of aspects that should be considered by designers of future
end-to-end voice-based search systems. Such systems should:
• Be aware of the content it is returning. For navigational purposes, searchers require
a shorthand method for referring to search results, such as the name of the source
(e.g., “Play more from NASA.”) or the type of the source (e.g., “Let’s hear more
from the travel website.”).
• Clearly indicate the constituent parts of the search result: a title, a URL, and a
snippet. Beyond its use for navigation, a clear statement of the source might help
searchers to assess the quality and authoritativeness of the results, particularly for
more cognitively demanding tasks.
• Clearly indicate the duration of the audio clip representing a search result. Searchers
should be aware of caption length to assist them in deciding whether to stop playback
or to listen until the end.
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• Use prosodic features to avoid monotone voice. Appropriate breaks and changes in
pitch can help emphasise the structure and highlight the keywords;
• Avoid abbreviations in the search results.
• Avoid truncated sentences. Results should be reported in full sentences.
• Avoid repetitive terms in the audio result.
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Chapter 7
VERSE: Bridging Screen Readers
and Voice Assistants for Enhanced
Eyes-Free Web Search
In the previous chapter, I began addressing RQ2 by discussing how existing digital agents
can expand the amount of information being returned by representing search results through
a voice-only channel. In this chapter, I turn to discussing how by providing access to a
wider range of information through an audio-only channel digital assistants can become not
only a convenience but also an accessibility tool for people with visual impairments. The
study described in this chapter addresses RQ2-c: How might voice assistants and screen
readers be merged to confer the unique advantages of each technology? Below, I describe
the design and report on the results of two studies: an online survey with respondents who
are legally blind and a design-probe study of a voice-based web search interface working
in a conjunction with a screen reader.
7.1 Motivation
People with visual impairments are often early adopters of audio-based interfaces, with
screen readers being a prime example. Screen readers work by transforming the visual
content in a graphical user interface into audio by vocalizing on-screen text. They are
an important accessibility tool for blind computer users – so much so that every major
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operating system includes screen reader functionality (e.g., VoiceOver1, TalkBack2, Narra-
tor3), and there is a strong market for third-party offerings (e.g., JAWS4, NVDA5). Despite
their importance, screen readers have many limitations. For example, they are complex to
master, and depend on the cooperation of content creators to provide accessible markup
(e.g., alt text for images).
Voice-activated digital assistants (VAs), such as Apple’s Siri, Amazon’s Alexa, and
Microsoft’s Cortana, offer another audio-based interaction paradigm, and are mostly used
for everyday tasks such as controlling a music player, checking the weather, and setting up
reminders [179]. In addition to these household tasks, however, voice assistants are also
used for general-purpose web search and information access [123]. In contrast to screen
readers, VAs are marketed to a general audience and are limited to shallow investigations
of web content. Being proficient users of audio-based interfaces, people who are blind often
use VAs, and would benefit from broader VA capabilities [142, 5].
The work presented in this chapter explores opportunities at the intersection of screen
readers and VAs. I describe the results of an online survey with 53 blind screen reader
and VA users, aimed to investigate the pros and cons of searching the web using a screen
reader-equipped web browser, and when getting information from a voice assistant. Based
on these findings, a prototype of a tool called VERSE (Voice Exploration, Retrieval, and
SEarch). The prototype augments the VA interaction model with functionality inspired
by screen readers to better support free-form, voice-based web search. I continue with
describing a design probe study of VERSE, and discuss future directions for improving
eyes-free information-seeking tools.
In the following sections I cover the online survey, the functionality of VERSE, and
the VERSE design probe study. I conclude by discussing the implications of the presented
findings for designing next-generation technologies that improve eyes-free web search for
blind and sighted users by bridging voice assistants and screen readers paradigms.
7.2 Online Survey
To better understand the problem space of non-visual web search, an online survey ad-







• What challenges do people who are blind face when conducting information searches
using screen readers?
• What challenges do people who are blind face when conducting information searches
using VAs?
• Do people who are blind envision the integration of screen readers and VAs to provide
stronger task support, and, if so, in what ways?
7.2.1 Survey Design and Methodology
The survey consisted of 40 questions spanning five categories: general demographics, use
of screen readers for accessing information in a web browser, use of digital assistants for
retrieving online information, comparisons of screen readers to digital assistants for infor-
mation seeking tasks, and possible future integration scenarios (e.g., voice-enabled screen
readers). When asking about the use of screen readers and digital assistants, the survey
employed a recent critical incident approach [70], in which participants were asked to think
of recent occasions they had engaged in web search using each of these technologies. The
survey respondents were then asked to describe these search episodes, and to use them as
anchor points to concretely frame reflections on strengths and challenges of each technology.
The survey respondents were adults living in the U.S. who were legally blind and who
used both screen readers and voice assistants. The recruitment was conducted using the
services of an organization that specializes in recruiting people with various disabilities for
online surveys, interviews, and remote studies. While the online questionnaire was designed
to be accessible with most popular web browser/screen reader combinations, the partner
organization worked with participants directly to ensure that content was accessible to each
individual. In some cases, this included enabling respondents to complete the questionnaire
by telephone. The survey took an average of 49 minutes to complete, and participants were
compensated $50 for their time.
Two researchers iteratively analyzed the open-ended responses using techniques for
open coding and affinity diagramming [108] to identify themes.
7.2.2 Participants
A total of 53 respondents completed the survey. Participants were diverse in age, education
level, and employment status as seen in Table 7.1. All participants reported being legally
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Some high school, no diploma 1
High school or GED 4
Some college, no diploma 17
Associate degree 7
Bachelor’s degree 12
Some graduate school, no diploma 1
Graduate degree 11
Occupation




Not currently employed 10
Retired 3
Unable to work due to disability 3
Experience with VAs
Over 3 years 35
Between 1 and 3 years 17









blind, and most had experienced visual disability for a prolonged period of time (µ = 31.6
years, σ = 17 years). As such, all but three respondents reported having more than three
years of experience with screen reader technology. Likewise, most of the participants were
early adopters of voice assistant technology. Out of 53 survey respondents, 35 respondents
reported having more than three years of experience with such systems and 17 had between
one and three years of experience.
More generally, the survey respondents were active users of technology. 40 participants
reported using three or more devices on an average day including: touchscreen smart-
phones, laptops, tablets, desktop computers, smart TVs and smart watches.
7.2.3 Findings
According to the survey results, respondents made frequent and extensive use of both
virtual assistants and screen reader-equipped web browsers to search for information online,
but saw certain shortcomings in both methods. Moreover, the survey participants reported
that transitioning between screen readers and voice assistants introduced its own set of
challenges and opportunities for future integration. This section first details broad patterns
of use, then presents specific themes around the technologies’ advantages and challenges.
General Patterns of Use
Respondents said they used their voice assistants regularly on a variety of devices: smart-
phones, smart speakers, tablets, laptops, smart TVs, smart watches, and desktop com-
puters. The most popular assistant used on a smartphone was Siri (used by 51 people),
followed by Google Assistant and Alexa. Fewer people used assistants on a tablet, but a
similar pattern emerged, with Siri being the most popular, followed by Alexa and Google
Assistant. Amazon Echo was the most popular smart speaker among our respondents, fol-
lowed by Google Home and Apple Home Pod. The most popular assistant on laptops and
desktops was Cortana, followed by Siri. Siri and Alexa were the most popular assistants
on smart TVs (the Apple TV and Amazon Fire TV, respectively).
Most of the respondents were active searchers: when asked how often they searched for
answers or information online, most said they performed online searches multiple times a
day. They also actively used voice assistants as their search tools with over half using a
voice assistant to conduct an online search multiple times a day. The most popular devices
for searching the internet were touchscreen smartphones, laptops, touchscreen tablets and
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desktop computers. The data described above attests to the fact that our survey partici-
pants use VAs frequently overall and specifically for information search. Table 7.2 displays
a detailed breakdown of each of the aspects discussed above, however.
Theme 1: Brevity vs. Detail
The amount of information provided by voice assistants can differ substantially from that
returned by a search engine. Voice assistants provide a single answer (suitable for simple
question answering but not for exploratory search tasks [186]), that may be short and
provide limited insight (P1078: “a virtual assistant will only give you one or two choices,
and if one of the choices isn’t the answer you are seeking, it’s hard to find any other
information.”, P959: “you just get one answer and sometimes it’s not even the one you
were looking for. ”, P1148: “a lot of times, a virtual assistant typically uses one or two
sources in order to find the information requested, rather than the entire web”, P1027: “It
can be difficult to have things elaborated on”). Whereas using a search engine a user is
provided with a number of different sources, is able to triage the search results, and can
access more details if needed (P1027: “information can be gathered and compared across
multiple sources”, P960: “you can study detailed information more thoroughly”).
But those details come at a price – using a screen reader a user has to cut through
the clutter on web pages before getting to the main content (P1035: “you don’t get the
information directly but instead have to some times hunt through lots of clutter on a web
page to find what you are looking for”, P1140: “the information I am seeking gets obfuscated
within the overall web design of the Google search experience. Yelp, Google, or other
information sites can be over designed or poorly designed while not taking any of the WCAG
standards into consideration”), while VAs provide a direct answer with minimal effort
(P1058: “The assistant will read out information to me and all I have had to do is ask”).
The upside of using a search engine is “the ability to see more information that you
think might be essential for you to know” (P960), whereas when using a VA “the responses
are to the point and a bit scripted”(P659), and “information 〈...〉 tends to be truncated.”
(P931).
In cases when an assistant performs a web search, the user is forced to interact with
the pair screen-based device (phone or tablet) to read through results. Such interaction
breaks the voice-based experience and forces the user to switch modalities (P1083: “virtual
assistants normally pick the nearest place to you and require you to look at an app for
more information”, P945: “If the answer is complicated, it requires using a screen reader
anyway.”)
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Multiple times a day 41
Multiple times a week 9
Once a day 2
Multiple times a month 1
VAs as search tool
Multiple times a day 29
Once a day 7
Multiple times a week 11
Once a week or less 6






Theme 2: Granularity of Control vs Ease of Use
The survey participants widely recognized that voice assistants were a convenient tool for
performing simple tasks, but greater control was needed for in-depth exploration (P56:
“They are good for specific, very tailored tasks.”). The notion of control came up for
all stages of performing a search: query formulation, results navigation, and information
management. When using voice assistants, “you have to be more exact and precise as to
the type of information you are seeking.” (P1148), “say what you’re looking for in just
the right way so that you will get the desired results”(P1078), participants noted. Screen
readers also provide the freedom of exploring the search results using various navigation
modes (P1035: “you can navigate by heading landmark or words”, P1078: “It’s easier to
scan the headings with a screen reader when searching the web”, P459: “one is able to
navigate through available results much faster than is possible with virtual assistants.”).
Additionally, using a screen reader, users can customize multiple settings (speech rate,
pitch) to fit their preferences – a functionality not yet available in voice assistants (P950:
“sometimes you can get what you need quicker by going down a web page, rather then
waiting for the assistant to finish speaking”). Such dexterity of screen readers comes at
a price of having to memorize many keyboard commands or touch gestures, whereas VAs
require minimal to no training (P56: “you don’t have to remember to use multiple screen
reader keyboard commands”).
Theme 3: Text vs Voice
Speaking a query may be faster (P1027:“typing questions can take more time”), less ef-
fortful (P945: “It is easier to dictate a question rather than type it.”), and can help avoid
spelling mistakes (P682: “You do not know how to spell everything”). Albeit, speech
recognition errors can cancel out these benefits (P944: “I can type exactly what I want to
search for and don’t have to edit if I’m heard incorrectly by the virtual assistant.”) and
even lead to inaccurate results (P1066: Virtual assistant often ‘mishears‘ what I am trying
to say. The results usually make no sense.) Especially prone to misrecognition are queries
containing “non-English words, odd spellings, or homophones” (P1140). Environmental
conditions can create additional limitations on the modality of input and output (P926:“it
[voice interaction] is nearly impossible in a noisy environment, such as a crowded restau-
rant. Even when out in public in a quiet environment, the interaction may be distracting
to others.”). Environmental limitations of voice assistant interaction have also surfaced as
a user concern in prior work [67].
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Theme 4: Portability vs Agility
Assistants are either portable – such as Siri on an iPhone (P960:“Its in your pocket practi-
cally all the time, and you can literally talk to it and it will give you an answer quickly.”),
or are always ready to use – like smart speakers (P1025: “I can be on my computer doing
an assignment and ask Alexa”). They are hands-free and allow multitasking (P920: “
especially helpful if I have my hands dirty or messy while cooking”). On the other hand, to
use a screen reader one needs to spend time setting up the environment before performing
the search (P959: “It takes more time to go to the computer and find the browser and type
it in and surf there with the results”). But once set up, screen readers provide an agile
environment, allowing a different type of multitasking – virtual multitasking (P659: “You
are able to multitask on the computer whereas a virtual assistant is sequential”).
Theme 5: Information management and reuse
Another common theme in the survey responses was the lack of information management
functionality in voice assistants. The survey participants pointed out that information
found using a voice assistant does not persist – it vanishes as soon as it is spoken (P1036:
“[with a screen reader] I am able to easily go back through what I just read. With something
like Siri and Cortana, you can’t. You have to listen very carefully because they won’t go
back and repeat”). Additionally, sharing information with third party apps is impossible
to achieve using a VA (P927: “[with the screen reader] I can copy and paste the info into
a Word document and save it for future use.”).
Theme 6: Incidental vs. Intentional Accessibility
One of the valuable features of voice assistants is their voice-first design. Voice assistants
are contrasted with screen reader technology, in that they are not translating visual content
to audio, but are accessible by virtue of their audio-based design. There is no problem of
inaccessible6 content in voice assistants, and no assistive technology that may crash (P56:
“You don’t have to worry about dealing with inaccessible websites.”). Such an approach
“levels the playing field, as it were (everyone searches the same way).”(P942).
6Importantly, for people with other than visual impairments, the accessibility considerations will differ.
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Theme 7: Transitioning between modalities
Another theme worth noting is transitioning from a voice assistant to a screen reader. To
study this part of respondents’ experience, a recent critical incident approach was used
and the questions asked participants to describe a case when they started by asking a
VA a question, but then switched to using a search engine with a screen reader. Reasons
for switching mentioned in participants’ incident descriptions included failure of speech
recognition, especially when non-trivial words were involved, voice assistants not returning
enough details in the answer, returning a non-relevant answer, or no answer at all. When
asked about the ideal scenario for a transition between a voice assistant and a screen
reader, respondents suggested persisting the assistant’s responses by sending an email, or
continuing in-depth search with a screen reader (P1078: “A virtual assistant could give
you basic information and then provide a link to view more in depth results using a screen
reader.”), and performing in-depth search upon user’s request (P1037: “[A voice assistant]
would ask you if you wanted more details. If you replied yes, it would open a web page such
as google and perform a search”).
7.3 VERSE
Inspired by the survey findings and the aforementioned related work, I created VERSE
(Voice Exploration, Retrieval and SEarch), a prototype situated at the intersection of
voice-based virtual assistants and screen readers. Importantly, VERSE serves as a design
probe, allowing to better understand how these technologies may be merged, and how such
systems may impact voice assistant-based information retrieval. In this section I describe
VERSE in detail. Later, I present the results of a design probe study.
7.3.1 Overview
When using VERSE, people interact with the system primarily through speech, in a manner
similar to existing voice-based devices such as the Amazon Alexa or Google Home Assistant.
For example, when asked a direct question, VERSE will often respond directly with a
concise answer (Figure 7.4a). However, VERSE differs from existing agents in that it
enables an additional set of voice commands that allow users to more deeply engage with
content. The commands are patterned on those found in contemporary screen readers, for
example, allowing navigation over a document’s headings.
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As with screen readers, VERSE addresses the need to provide shortcuts and accelerators
for common actions. To this end, VERSE optionally allows users to perform gestures on a
companion device such as a phone or smart watch (see Table 7.3). For most actions, these
companion devices are not strictly necessary. However, to simplify rapid prototyping, the
microphone activation was limited to gestures, rather than allowing activation via keyword
spotting (e.g., “Hey Google”). Specifically, microphone activation is implemented as a
double-tap gesture performed on a companion device (e.g., smartphone or smartwatch).
Although hands-free interaction can be a key functionality for VA users [116], a physical
activation is a welcomed ancillary, and at times, a preferred option [5]. There are no
technological blockers for implementing voice-only activation in future versions of VERSE.
The following scenario illustrates VERSE’s capabilities and user experience.
7.3.2 Example Usage Scenario
Alice recently overheard a conversation about the Challenger Deep and is interested to
learn more. She is sitting on a couch, her computer is in another room, and a VERSE-
enabled speaker is on the coffee table. Alice activates VERSE and asks “What is the
Challenger Deep?”. The VERSE speaker responds with a quick answer – similar to Alice’s
other smart speakers – but also notes that it found a number of other web pages, Wikipedia
articles, and related searches (Table 7.4a). Alice decides to explore the Wikipedia articles
(“Go to Wikipedia”), and begins navigating the list of related Wikipedia entries (“next”)
before backtracking to the first article, this time rotating the crown on her smartwatch as
a shortcut to quickly issue the previous command (Table 7.4b).
Alice decides that the first Wikipedia article sounded good after all, and asks for more
details (“Tell me more”). VERSE loads the Wikipedia article and begins reading from the
introduction section (Table 7.4c), but Alice interrupts and asks for a list of section titles
(“Read section titles”). Upon hearing that there is a section about the Challenger Deep’s
history, Alice asks for it by section name (“Read history”).
Finally, Alice wonders if there may be other useful resources beyond Wikipedia, and
decides to return to the search results (“Go to web results”). As before, Alice rotates
the crown on her smart watch to quickly scroll through the results. Alice identifies an
interesting webpage from the list VERSE reads out to her, and decides to explore it more
deeply on her phone (“Send this to my phone”); the chosen web page opens on her iPhone
(Table 7.4d), where Alice can navigate it using the phone’s screen reader.
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Table 7.3: Mapping of voice commands and corresponding gestures in VERSE. Commands
marked Wiki are only valid after a user asks VERSE to read a certain Wikipedia article.
To return to all results, the user should switch verticals by saying “go to 〈source〉”. Sources
and levels of granularity are covered in more detail in section 7.3.3.
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7.3.3 VERSE Design Elements
The design of VERSE was informed by the themes that emerged in the survey. Below I
discuss how VERSE directly addresses four of the six themes. The remaining two themes –
Text vs. Voice, and Portability vs. Agility – are not directly relevant to VERSE’s current
focus on voice-based only interaction.
VERSE: Brevity vs. Detail
The design of VERSE addresses Theme 1 by providing users with an instant concise answer
(in a manner similar to voice assistants) as well as an opportunity to explore multiple
sources returned by a web search engine (breadth), and then to engage with individual
content items and web sources (depth).
With respect to breadth, VERSE leverages the Bing.com search API7 to collect re-
sults across numerous search verticals: web pages, facts, entities, dictionary definitions,
Wikipedia articles, news stories, images, videos, and related search queries. Facts are in-
stant answers provided by the Bing Search API, while entities are nodes extracted from the
Bing Knowledge Graph.8 If facts, entities, or dictionary definitions are present, VERSE
reads them out similar to existing voice assistants, then follows by summarizing the results
available in other verticals (Table 7.4a).
With respect to depth, VERSE allows voice- and gesture-based navigation of Wikipedia
articles. Wikipedia was chosen as it has rich data, is often included among the top results,
and has a consistent page structure that facilitates semantic navigation. When a desired
Wikipedia article is selected, the user can say “tell me more”, or perform an alternative
gesture (Table 7.3) to get a quick summary of the article (e.g., the number of sections
and words), then hear narration of the first section. At any time, the user can ask for an
overview of the article’s sections (“read section titles”), and can ask for a given section
by name (“read 〈section name〉”). When asking to read a named section, VERSE will
begin reading the first section which heading contains the words in the user’s request.
For example, in Table 7.4c, Alice asks “read History”. In response VERSE finds the first
section with the word “history” in it and starts reading it.
7https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/cognitive-services/bing-web-search-api/
8https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/bing/apis/bing-entity-search-api
Alice: (activation) What is the Challenger Deep?
VERSE: The Challenger Deep is the deepest known point in the Earth’s seabed hy-
drosphere. With the depth 10898 to 10916m by direct measurements from submersibles
and slightly more by sonar bathymetry. I also found 2 entities, 9 web pages, 8 related
search queries, 10 videos, 10 Wikipedia articles.
(a) Initial search
Alice: (activation) Go to Wikipedia.
VERSE: I found 10 Wikipedia articles. The first one is Challenger Deep, Wikipedia.
The Challenger Deep is the...
Alice: (activation) next article
VERSE: Article 2. Deepsea Challenger, Wikipedia. Deep Sea Challenger, DCV1, is
7.3 metre, 24 feet...
Alice: (rotate smartwatch crown to return to previous element)
VERSE: Article 1. Challenger Deep, Wikipedia. The Challenger Deep is the deepest
...
(b) Results navigation
Alice: (activation) Tell me more.
VERSE: I parsed the Wikipedia article called Challenger Deep. It has 16 sections and
3127 words. Here’s the first section. Introduction. The Challenger Deep is the deepest...
Alice: (activation) Read section titles.
Verse: Introduction. Section 1: History of depth mapping from the surface. Section 2:
Descents. Section 2.1...
Alice: (activation) Read History.
VERSE: Okay, here’s the section number 1, titled History of depth mapping from the
surface. Over many years, the search for the point of maximum depth...
(c) Wikipedia exploration
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Alice: (activation) Go to web results.
VERSE: I found 9 web pages. The first one is Challenger Deep, Wikipedia.
Alice: (rotates smartwatch crown to advance to next result)
VERSE: Page 2. Deepest ocean Challenger Deep, Extreme Science. Challenger Deep
got its name from...
Alice:(activation) Send this to my phone.
VERSE: Opening this link in your phone app. (Web page opens within VERSE app)
Alice: (uses VoiceOver gestures to navigate on the page)
(d) Transition between modalities
Table 7.4: Example usage scenario of VERSE
VERSE: Granularity vs. Ease of Use
To address Theme 2 from the survey findings, VERSE allows users a quick and easy way to
navigate between search results using either voice commands or touch gestures. By saying
“next” or “previous,” the user is able to move on to the next element in the selected search
vertical (Table 7.4b). A similar effect is achieved by swiping right and left on a companion
device (Table 7.3). These gestures mirror those used by screen readers on popular smart
phones.
To switch between different search verticals, a user can say “go to 〈search source〉” (e.g.,
“go to Wikipedia” or “go to news”). VERSE will respond with the number of elements
found in the new vertical and start reading the first element (Table 7.4b). Alternatively,
the user can swipe up or down to move along the available search verticals. After each
swipe VERSE will announce the name of the search vertical by saying it out loud. Upon
arriving at each vertical, the user can swipe left or right to navigate between the items in
this vertical. If the user tries to move past the last or the first item in the vertical, VERSE
plays a short sound indicating that there are no more items.
Finally, when exploring Wikipedia articles, VERSE also supports screen-reader-inspired
navigation modes (by headings, sentences, paragraphs, and words). The navigation mode
then impacts the granularity of navigation commands and gestures, such as “next” and
“previous”. Without loss of generality, one can switch modes by saying “navigate by
headings”, or can swipe up or down on a companion device to iterate between modes
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– again, these gestures are familiar to people who use screen readers on mobile devices.
Similar to switching between the search verticals, VERSE will announce the granularity
level by saying “sections”, “paragraphs”, “sentences”, or “words”.
VERSE: Incidental vs Intentional Accessibility
VERSE addresses Theme 5 by submitting user queries, and retrieving results via the
Bing.com search API. This allowed the design of VERSE to be a truly audio-first experience
consistent with existing voice assistants, rather than attempting to convert visual web
content to auditory format. Likewise, the connection to Wikipedia allows VERSE to
focus on the article’s main content rather than on visual elements. This behaviour is
consistent with the concept of semantic segmentation [92]. It also mirrors the style of the
brief summaries narrated by existing virtual assistants, but allows convenient and efficient
access to the entire article content.
VERSE: Transitioning between Modalities
Finally, VERSE addresses Theme 6 by giving users an opportunity to seamlessly transi-
tion between voice-based interaction and a more traditional screen-reader-equipped web
browser. If the user requests an in-depth exploration of a web resource that is not
Wikipedia, VERSE will open its url within the VERSE phone application. The user
can then explore the web page using the device’s screen reader. From this point onward,
all gestures are routed to the default screen-reader until a “scrub” gesture is performed9 or
a new voice query is issued. Gesture parity between VERSE and popular screen readers
ensures a smooth transition. This interaction is illustrated in Table 7.4d.
7.4 Design Probe
After developing the initial prototype and receiving an approval from the ethics board,
12 blind screen reader users were invited to use VERSE, and to provide feedback their
feedback. In the following sections I detail the procedure, describe the participants, and
present participant feedback.
9A standard VoiceOver gesture for “go back”.
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7.4.1 Procedure
Participants completed consent forms, provided demographic information, then listened to
a scripted tutorial of VERSE’s voice commands and gestures. Each participant was asked
to use VERSE to complete two search tasks, and to think aloud as they engaged with
the system. One of the tasks was pre-specified and the same for all participants. Specifi-
cally, participants were asked to find two or three uses for recycled car tires. This task has
previously been used in investigations of speech-only dialogue search systems [177], is char-
acterized as being of intermediate cognitive complexity, and occupies the “Understanding”
tier of Krathwohl’s Taxonomy of Learning Objectives [16]. Completing the task requires
consulting multiple sources or documents, [22], and is thus difficult to perform with con-
temporary voice assistant. In a second task, participants were asked to express their own
information need by searching for a topic of personal interest. Half the participants began
with the fixed task, and half began with their own task. Each task had a time limit of 10
minutes.
This design was not meant to formally compare search outcomes on tasks of different
difficulties – indeed, we had no control over the difficulty of self-generated tasks. Rather,
the fixed task ensured that the participants used a variety of strategies for a moderately
complex information need, whereas the self-generated task ensured that a variety of in-
formation needs were presented for which we had no advance knowledge. Together, this
provided a varied set of experiences with the system that would provoke interesting oppor-
tunities for observation and comment.
Regardless of task order, the first search session required participants to use a smart
phone for gesture input, while the second session used a smart watch. This order of intro-
duction reflects anticipated real-world use where phones would be the primary controller,
with watches an optional alternative.
Throughout the tasks, participants were encouraged to think aloud. Following the
completion of both tasks, participants completed the System Usability Scale (SUS) ques-
tionnaire [42]. Finally, the experimenter conducted an exit interview, prompting partici-
pants to provide open-ended feedback and suggestions. Participants’ comments during the
study, and their responses to the interview questions, were transcribed and analyzed by
two researchers using a variation of open coding and affinity diagramming [108].
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7.4.2 Participants
A total of 12 blind screen reader users (4 female, 8 male) were recruited through a mailing
list in the local community. Participants were reimbursed $50 for their time. The par-
ticipants’ transportation costs to the study location were offset by up to $50. The study
lasted about an hour.
Participants’ average age was 36.6 years old (σ = 13.8 years). Seven reported being
totally blind and five were legally blind but had some residual vision. Ten participants had
their vision level since birth, and two reported having reduced vision for 15 or more years.
Participants had an average of 18.5 years of experience with screen readers (σ = 7.6 years),
and 5.7 years of experience with voice assistants (σ = 2.5 years). For comparison, at the
time that the study was conducted, Apple’s Siri had been available on the market for 6.9
years, suggesting that the participants were indeed early adopters of this technology.
7.5 System Usability
All participants successfully completed the fixed search task, which required that they iden-
tify at least two uses of used car tires. Though it was difficult to apply a common measure
of completeness or correctness for user-chosen queries, participants indicated satisfaction
with VERSE’s performance, as is reflected in open-ended feedback, and in responses to
items on the System Usability Scale.
VERSE received a mean score of 71.0 (σ = 15.5) on the System Usability Scale. To aid
in interpretation, note that this score falls slightly above the average score of 68, reported
in [159], and just below the score of 71.4, which serves as the boundary separating systems
with “Ok” usability from those with “Good” usability, according to the adjective rating
scale developed by Bangor et al. in [24]. Breaking out individual items, it was found
that most participants found VERSE to be “easy to use” (median: 4, on a 5-point Likert
scale), and its features were “well integrated” (median: 3.5). Likewise, participants “felt
very confident using the system“ (median: 4), and reported that they would “use the
product frequently” (median: 4). These results suggest that the VERSE prototype reached




Participants commented on VERSE throughout use, and answered questions about the
prototype in an exit interview. Here, participants’ feedback was generally positive, and
largely aligned with their responses to SUS items, described above. For instance, par-
ticipants reported that the system was easy to learn, given prior experience with screen
readers (“if we’re talking about screen reader users, they kind of know what they are doing,
I think it would be fairly easy,” P4). In this capacity, VERSE’s gesture accelerators were
especially familiar (“the touch experience doesn’t feel that different from VoiceOver (...)
I think I would have probably figured them out on my own,” P3; “[Y]ou’re just using the
same gestures as VoiceOver, and that, in itself, is comprehensive.,” P5).
Participants also found that VERSE extended the capabilities of voice assistants in
meaningful ways, increasing both the depth and breadth of exploration. For instance, P4
reported:
“The information it gives is quite a bit more in-depth. [...] There was one time I asked
Siri something about Easter eggs. Siri said ‘I found this Wikipedia article, do you want
me to read it to you?’ [...] It only read the introduction and then stopped, and I think
[VERSE] could come in so that you can read whole sections.”
Likewise, P7 reported:
“[VERSE] gives you a lot more search options like web pages, or Wikipedia. Even though
the smart speaker I use [Echo] has some ability to read [Wikipedia], I can’t get back and
forth by section and skip around. In that way, it’s an improvement. I like it.”’
However, participants were more mixed about how VERSE compared to traditional screen
readers. For instance, P7 noted “screen readers are a lot more powerful”, whereas P6
noted “I like it better than desktop screen readers, but I would probably prefer phone screen
readers.” VERSE was never intended to replace screen readers, and was instead focused on
extending the web search and retrieval capabilities of voice assistants with screen-reader-
inspired functionality. This point was immediately recognized by P5, who noted:
“I think [VERSE and Screen Readers] are fundamentally different. There’s just no way
to compare them. Screen readers aren’t for searching for stuff, they are about giving you
control.”
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Restricted to the domain of web search and retrieval, VERSE was found to confer numerous
advantages. P10 commented that, compared to accessing web search with a screen reader,
VERSE was “Much better. This gives you much more structure.” P3 elaborated further:
“Most screen readers and search engines do use headings, [...] but it’s hard to switch
[search verticals]. This is different and kind of interesting. It seems to put you at a
higher level.”
This sentiment was echoed by P5, who explained:
“One thing that immediately caught my eye was that different forms of data were being
pulled together. When you go to Google and you type in a search you just get a stream
of responses. [VERSE] gathers the relevant stuff and groups it in different ways. I really
did like that.”
Additionally, participants expressed a strong interest in voice, often preferring it to gestural
interaction. For instance, P8 stated “Just using voice would be fine with me.”, while P7
noted:
“I preferred voice integration. There were times where it’s just going to be faster to use
my finger to find it, but mostly [I preferred] voice.”
Other participants offered more nuanced perspectives, noting that gestures were advanta-
geous for high-frequency navigation commands. (“I liked being able to use the gestures.
[With voice] it would have been ‘next section’, ‘next section.’ ”, P6; “I liked the gestures.
I will spend more time with gesture, but getting this thing started with voice is beautiful.”,
P9).
Nevertheless, participants reported concerns that voice commands were difficult to re-
member (e.g., “I didn’t find the system complicated. I’d say the most complicated part is
the memorization of [...] the voice commands.”, P3). To this end, participants expressed a
strong desire for improvements to conversation and document understanding. For instance,
P3 expressed “I should just have the ability to use [a] more natural voice like I’m having a
conversation with you.” Likewise, P5 explained:
“I’m most passionate about the whole language understanding part, where I [would like]
to say ‘read the paragraph that talks about this person’s work’ and it should understand.”
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Recent results in machine reading comprehension and question answering [133] may provide
a means of delivering on this promise; this remains an important area for future work.
Finally, all 12 participants preferred using the phone over the watch. Several factors
contributed to this preference including: the limited input space of the watch (“I’ve got
fat fingers [...] and on that device feels very cumbersome”, P9), a power-saving feature
that caused the screen to occasionally lose focus (“It was a little annoying [when] I lost
focus on the touch part of the screen”, P3), and latency incurred by the watch’s aggressive
powering-down of wireless radios (“The watch wasn’t bad, but it lagged a little. That was
my chief complaint.” P7 ).
In sum, participants were generally positive about the VERSE prototype, and expressed
interest in its continued development or public release. The design probe further revealed
that participants were especially positive about voice interaction, and the expanded ac-
cess to web content afforded by VERSE. While one could hypothesise that watch-based
interaction would be an asset (given that watches are always on hand), their appeal is
diminished by the limitations of current form factors and hardware. Conversely, extending
the conversation and document understanding capabilities of VERSE is a desirable avenue
for future work.
7.7 Discussion
This chapter aimed to answer RQ2-c: How might voice assistants and screenreaders be
merged to confer the unique advantages of each technology? The described investigation
described above consisted of an online survey with 53 blind web searchers, and collecting
user feedback about a system prototype informed by the survey findings.
The survey results revealed that screen readers and voice-based digital assistants present
a series of trade offs spanning dimensions of brevity, control, input modality, agility, inci-
dental accessibility, and paradigm transitions. The respondents reported that transitions
between the technologies can be especially costly. The prototype aimed to eliminate these
trade offs and costs, by adding screen reader-inspired capabilities to a voice-assistant. An
alternative approach would have been to augment a screen reader with voice and natural
language controls, which, as noted earlier, has been explored in prior literature [18, 200].
The decision was made to opt for the former since voice assistants are an emerging technol-
ogy that open a new point in the design space, while also avoiding challenges with legacy
bias [126]. For example, VERSE redefines search results pages by adding summaries, and
by mapping screen reader navigation modes to search verticals. These features were re-
ceived positively by design probe participants. Future work could compare VERSE to
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screen readers (or voice assistants) in a controlled laboratory study to determine if par-
ticipants’ stated preferences are reflected in measurable reductions in task performance
time or other performance metrics. Additionally, coexistence and complementary nature
of voice assistants and screen readers brings up new research questions raised by the survey
findings such as whether these two technologies should remain separate, be merged into a
single technology, or be more carefully co-designed for compatibility.
The findings support the statement of this thesis. Participants were able to easily com-
municate their intent to the system using gesture controls implemented by VERSE which
were equivalent to those used by VoiceOver (a screen reader all of the participants had
much experience using). Additionally, people wanted to see more natural language com-
mands being recognised and the ability to navigate in the articles based on their content.
The request for the flexibility of parameters is supported by the survey responses as well
as prior literature related to information accessibility for people with visual impairments:
the comprehension speed by people who are blind can be much higher compared to sighted
people. Furthermore, the choice of voice could differ from that preferred by sighted pop-
ulation. Finally, the diversity of information provided by VERSE was pointed out by the
study participants as beneficial, and survey respondents pointed out the inability to access
a variety of resources as one of the main shortcomings of voice-based assistants. The same
aspect was seen as an advantage of screen readers.
The online survey served as a data collection tool to inform the design of VERSE.
Alternative ways for collecting high-quality qualitative feedback could be used, including
interviews and contextual inquiries. The conducted survey used a “recent critical incident”
approach [70], paired with open-ended survey questions, which provided rich data and
served as a way to reach a large and geographically diverse audience.
Voice-based digital assistants are frequently used to complete tasks beyond web search
and retrieval. In these settings, a similar set of VA limitations are likely to arise. For
example, a VA might read recent messages, or help compose an email, but is unlikely
to provide granular navigation of one’s inbox folders. Generalizing VERSE to scenarios
beyond web search is an exciting area of future research.
Furthermore, other user communities may also benefit from VERSE. For instance,
sighted users may wish to have expanded voice access to web content when they are driving,
cooking, or otherwise engaged in a task where visual attention is required – especially if
VERSE were enriched with the document and conversation understanding capabilities
discussed earlier. VERSE may also benefit other populations with print disabilities, such
as people with dyslexia, who also have challenges using mainstream search tools [127]. In
addition, all the survey participants were based in the U.S. Understanding the voice search
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needs of people from other regions [28, 146] is a valuable area of future work.
Finally, rather than accessing raw HTML, VERSE leverages APIs for Bing and Wikipedia
to provide an audio-first experience. This is similar to other smart speaker software appli-
cations known as “skills.” For general web pages, VERSE encounters the same challenges
with inaccessible content as traditional screen readers. Given the broad appeal of smart
speakers, it is possible that experiences such as VERSE could motivate web developers
to consider how their content would be accessed through audio channels. For example,
a recent proposal10 demonstrates how web developers can tag content with Schema.org’s
speakable HTML attribute to help direct the Google Assistant to the parts of an article
that can be read aloud.
7.8 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, I described a study aimed at understanding what challenges people with
visual impairments face when searching for information online and how voice assistants can
be improved by borrowing functionality from screenreaders. The investigation consisted of
two parts: an online survey with 53 legally blind adults, and a design probe study of the
system prototype, called VERSE, with twelve blind participants. This chapter continued
to answer RQ2 for the specific use case by people with visual impairments. It concludes
the series of investigations of current and potential future voice-based digital assistants.
In the next chapter, I summarise and discuss the findings of all the investigations that






In this thesis, I described research studies aimed to investigate how voice-based dialogue
systems should be designed for different use cases and different user groups. In writing of
this thesis, I was guided by two main research questions:
• RQ1: How would users perceive digital agents that could understand them as well
as their fellow humans?
• RQ2: How can we improve interaction using currently available tools?
Commercially available dialogue systems are designed to mimic superficial aspects of
human-to-human conversation and are able to make jokes1, recognise variety of natural
language requests, and have a human-like voice all of which lead to high user expectations.
However, because of their rules-based nature, assistants may generally be quite brittle
and unable to maintain an interaction that goes beyond a set of pre-defined topics or
intents. Experiments described in chapters 4 and 5 of this thesis entertain and explore
the idea of a digital agent that is capable of interacting with a person fluently, correctly
recognising and reacting to explicit requests as well as implicit behaviours. The results of
these experiments show that most people are embracing the human-like interaction and
respond in a way they would to another human. Moreover, the results suggest that in
some cases users prefer speaking to a computer over speaking to another person to avoid
the embarrassment or social burden. This sentiment is also supported by prior work of
Lucas et al. who demonstrated that people may be more likely to open up and show their
emotions in an interaction with a computer than with a person [115].
1https://www.digitaltrends.com/home/funny-things-to-ask-alexa/, accessed April 2021
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On the other hand, a more rigid command-based approach can be preferred over a
human-like interaction by certain users. A small fraction of study participants in chap-
ters 4 and 5 preferred an automated agent or did not exhibit behaviour characteristic to
a human interaction. This was a signal that not all users may enjoy and prefer dialogue
systems mimicking human behaviour. Prior work by Branham et al.[38] further supports
this argument by demonstrating that people with visual impairments find command-based
interfaces easier compared to conversation-like interaction.
While the level of existing technology prevents developers from creating an agent capa-
ble of a human level interaction, existing dialogue systems can be advanced using available
tools. Chapter 7 shows that a dialogue system can benefit greatly by expanding the amount
of information is provides the users access to. Current voice-based digital assistants have a
big potential to serve as a universal interface, as they are already used as accessibility tool
by people with visual impairments [5], as well as by sighted people when during situational
impairments – such as hands or eyes occupied by a different task [116].
While designing a voice interface requires a different set of considerations than designing
a graphical interface [195], the experiment described in chapter 6 shows that for the specific
use-case of information search, the amount and type of content required to judge the
relevance of a search result is similar for both audio- and text-based interfaces. The study
found no significant difference between audio- and text-based interfaces for selecting a single
most relevant search result. Prior work shows that users usually do not examine a large
number of search results before making their selection [199, 8, 96], therefore identifying the
best search result out of the top few would be the most frequent task in a real-life scenario.
8.1 Design Recommendations for Voice-based Dialogue
Systems
The design recommendations that follow from the results of this thesis, are centered around
four interaction aspects appearing in the thesis statement: user’s ability to communicate
their intent to the system (CI), understandability of system’s responses (UR), f lexibility
of system’s parameters (FP), and diversity of information provided by the system (DI).
To enable users to easily communicate their intent to a voice-based dialogue system,
based on the findings of the experiments comprising this thesis, I provide the following
recommendations:
• the system should be able to recognise a wide variety of natural language commands
for every action that it is able to take (CI);
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• the system should be aware of the content it is returning. It should have a reading
comprehension module to help users navigate the content of an article, it should be
able to discern the follow up questions asking for expanded information or clarifica-
tion. If returning a list of items, it should be able to navigate along that list based
on the content and order of the items. A system will benefit from understanding
the users’ intents phrased in explicit as well as implicit ways. However, this ability
should be weighed against user’s priorities and privacy preferences (CI);
• the system should provide evidence and sources of the information it is returning
(UR);
• if a system’s response consists of several parts, these parts should be separated from
each other using sounds (earcons) or intonations (UR);
• the length of a system’s responses should be predictable. Either by setting the length
to be constant, or by indicating the end of the answer using sound (UR);
• the content returned over audio channel should not break and should represent a
coherent piece of text (UR);
• the system should enable the users to adjust the majority of its parameters including:
audio settings (how robotic or human it is, the pitch and speed, gender in case voice
is chosen to be human-like). The length of the answer should be adjustable. Any
privacy settings should be transparent and adjustable. If a system is operating in a
variety of settings (mic on/off), these settings should be also adjustable. A system
should be able to hand off controls to another application where the user can explore
more freely (FP);
• the system should strive to provide users with access to a variety of information:
search verticals, full wikipedia articles, aggregate and summarise opinions, access
various sources (DI).
The system should be aware of the content it is returning to enable its users to refer
back to that content for follow up questions, elaboration requests, and to not have to
phrase their question as one including many details. This finding is supported by results
of chapters 4, 6 and 7.
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8.2 Future work
Considering the findings discussed throughout this thesis, in this section I reflect on po-
tential directions future work could pursue.
8.2.1 Continuous Interaction
The strict protocol of 〈wake word, question, answer〉 causes the interaction with a voice
assistant to be disjoint and causes a phenomenon called “wake word fatigue” – a repetition
of the wake word multiple times in a row causes frustration. The alternative way to build
an interaction with a voice-based digital assistant is to allow the microphone to be left
on. This setting can be troublesome in several ways. Separating commands directed to the
assistant from other sounds happening in the household is uniquely challenging. Especially
so if multiple people are present next to the assistant. Arguably an even bigger concern may
be related to privacy – keeping a “spying” device is not an appealing option. Future work
could explore the middle ground between the two options: having the microphone on for a
certain amount of time when several interactions in a row are likely to happen. Considering
the variability in users’ preferences discussed earlier in this thesis, users of voice assistants
are likely to favour different settings. Additionally, individual use cases and scenarios may
require adjustments. Understanding the taxonomy of users’ preferences and use cases will
inform potential future system design. An important part of this investigation will include
an exploration of how interactive systems can make their settings known to and understood
by the users. A mismatch between user expectations and system activity can lead users to
mistrust the system.
An interaction between a person and a voice-based digital assistant is generally one-
sided and initiated by the user. In other words, all system’s actions are completed as a
response to the user. The area of mixed-initiative interaction is focusing on organising
an interaction between a human and a computer where each side contributes what is
best suited at the most appropriate time [13]. Recent work began exploring the settings in
which voice assistants’ proactive behaviour would be welcomed by the user [47]. The results
indicated that additional sensors will be required to determine the user’s interruptibility
(e.g. position in the room, movement). Such sensors would carry an additional privacy
burden on the user, especially in cases when the user is not fully familiar with how data
is being collected and stored. An investigation of how to effectively reveal data collection
processes to the user will increase people’s understanding of how their device work, and
will open way to more relaxed interaction protocols with voice assistants.
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8.2.2 Customisation of Parameters
Considering the multitude of parameters affecting the behaviour of voice assistants, an
effective way to customise these parameters is required. Prior work explored how user
behaviour, and gaze distribution in particular, connect to user’s preferences of a graphical
user interface design [12]. A similar approach of monitoring user behaviour to determine
user preferences may be used to adjust the settings of a digital assistant. An alternative
route to explore is for a digital assistant to proactively ask about the preferred settings in
opportune moments, simultaneously achieving the goal of revealing settings which a user
may not otherwise have known about. Such investigation should also consider whether user
preferences may change over time or depending on the user’s activity, mood, or surrounding
context.
8.2.3 Comparison of Command-based with Conversation-like Ap-
proaches
The majority of experiments described in this thesis focused on information search as a use
case for digital assistants. Conversational search is a popular area of research proposing
that a user engages in a back-and-forth dialogue with a system to iteratively narrow down
the information need and finally retrieve the necessary materials. This process is akin to
a conversation with a librarian who helps the user to discover the desired resources. As
mentioned earlier, the setting of a conversation-like exchange with an automated system
may not be the best fit for all populations, especially the needs of people with disabilities
should be considered, or use-cases. In such cases, a command-based voice digital assistant
could be considered as an alternative. Future work could compare two types of interac-
tions: conversation-like and command-based. It should outline scenarios where each one is
preferred and investigate whether the benefits one has over the other. Such comparison is
applicable not only for the task of information search, but for broader use-cases as well.
8.2.4 Universal Interface
Graphical and visual content often suffers from lack of accessibility for people with dis-
abilities, and people with visual impairments in particular. Voice-first design overcomes
these problems since all of its content is audio-based and therefore accessible for hearing
individuals. In chapter 7, I described experiments with VERSE – a prototype of an infor-
mation seeking system for people with visual impairments. During the process, a number
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design implications were discovered that catered to people with visual impairments. Fu-
ture work could explore how a system like VERSE could be used by sighted people. Such
investigation could focus on various aspects such as situations in which sighted people ben-
efit from interacting with a voice-only search system, what types of information is being
sought, whether and how the system design would change to satisfy sighted users. The
phenomenon in which general population benefits from solutions designed for people with
disabilities is commonly known in HCI as “curb cutting”. Some examples of curb-cutting
are audio announcements of stations in buses and closed captions. The results of experi-
ments that include a wide variety of user types would begin making steps towards shaping
a universal interface for information search.
8.2.5 Parallels with Visual Iinterfaces for Search
As the design of voice interfaces for search moves forward, the researchers may find it ben-
eficial to draw parallels with investigations of visual search interfaces and explore whether
similar findings are applicable to voice-based interfaces. For example, a number of re-
searchers explored how user behaviour, such as cursor activity, can signal which search
results people found relevant to their information need. Future work should explore which
factors signal that a user is or is not satisfied with the search results they received. Such
factors could include user’s responses to the system, however this opportunity would only
become available under a relaxed interaction protocol where the microphone stays turned
on after the interaction. Similarly questions regarding the length of a summary of a search
result, the number of results returned, the ways to indicate the relevance of a search result
to one’s information need have all been thoroughly explored for visual search interfaces.
As voice-based interfaces for search develop, analogous questions will arise and will need
to be answered in order to improve the interaction.
As I discussed prior, the main appeal of voice interfaces is the fact that they enable
people to multitask. For example, voice-based interfaces can be used while driving, cycling,
or walking – settings in which the users are not able to look at or interact with a screen-
based device. However, when designing for multitasking, an important factor to consider
is users’ cognitive load, or in other words, how effectively they can complete multiple tasks
at the same time. Information delivered over voice requires incurs more mental load on
the listener than information delivered visually. This factor makes developing voice-based
interfaces for multi-tasking all the more challenging. Recent work studied usability of
using completing popular tasks using Siri while driving [105]. The results showed that Siri
did not provide a truly eyes-free experience and was not safe to use for most drivers. In
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the next section, I describe an experimental design that may be followed by researchers
pursuing this direction in the future.
8.2.6 Voice Interface for Driving
Drivers around the world have long been discouraged from using their phones behind the
wheel and postpone phone interactions until it is safe to do so. However, with people
spending more and more time on their daily commute, there is a desire to utilise the
time spent in the car productively. This prompted an emergence of a number of built-
in car voice assistants [111]. Researchers examined a wide variety of tasks that could be
performed using voice-only interaction mode. For example, Martelaro et al. [120] conducted
a study where participants worked on a presentation on their way to work, Large et al. [104]
focused on comparing distractions imposed by a phone conversation and interactions with a
simulated voice assistant, and a number of studies attempted to predict opportune moments
to talk to the driver [166, 162, 161].
As discussed in previous chapters, at times voice assistants revert to displaying informa-
tion on a screen of a companion app. A study by Larsen et al. [105] showed that providing
information to users in a visual way was distracting to their driving and caused crashes in a
car simulator. Therefore a need for in-car voice-only assistant becomes apparent. However,
audio distraction alone can be detrimental to driver’s attention. The experimental design
outlined below aims at quantifying the distractedness caused by conducting voice-based
search while driving. The results of a study following this setup should provide insight into
how well drivers can complete search tasks of varying complexity while behind a wheel.
Measuring the vehicle
Studies investigating various aspects of distracted driving are divided into ones involving
real driving and ones using driving simulators. When running a study in real driving
conditions, measures should be taken to not put at risk the participants as well as other
drivers and passengers on the road. On the other hand, when using a driving simulator,
participants may pay less attention to the road than they would in real life. In both cases,
prior work employed a number of measures to quantify driver’s control of the vehicle as
well as driver’s physical state.
To estimate the driver’s control of the vehicle while driving a car, data from CAN bus
(Controller Area Network) can be used. CAN bus system incorporates a various ECUs
(Electronic Control Units) of the car and facilitates necessary exchange of information
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between ECUs. CAN is standard in automotive machinery and is included in cars, buses,
ships, planes, etc. CAN loggers capture information about the vehicle including steering
wheel position, pedal pressure, speed, and possibly others. The signals available from a
driving simulator cover all of the main ones but may vary depending on the exact software
used.
As measuring the vehicle parameters can help estimate the quality of driving, having
access to the driver’s physiological indicators can help estimate their levels of stress and
distractedness. To this end, various measures have been used: heart rate and heart rate
variability [104], galvanic skin response (GSR), eye movements [65]. Driver’s workload can
also be evaluated using NASA TLX and it’s derivative – DALI (Driving Activity Load
Index) [137].
In the presented study setup, I propose to use measures collected from the driving
simulator: vehicle speed, steering wheel position, accelerator pressure, and vehicle position
in the lane. Additionally, I propose to use NASA TLX to evaluate driver’s subjective
workload.
Reference tasks
In aiming to measure how cognitively demanding a certain task is, the natural way is to
compare it with other tasks. To this end, various secondary task are usually compared
to standard ones. One of the popular tasks is called N-back digit recall and consists of a
participant listening to a sequence of digits and repeating a digit that occurred N digits
ago. For example, during 0-back digit recall a participant would repeat a digit they had
just heard, while during a 1-back digit recall task a participant would repeat the previous
digit. Typically, 2-back digit tasks are used in studies investigating driver workload. In
the current study, I propose to use 2-back digit recall to serve as a comparison with a task
of voice-only web search.
Alternative comparison tasks may also include other activities drivers normally engage
in. For example having a conversation with a passenger, talking on the phone, setting up
GPS navigation, controlling the music, or listening to radio or a podcast.
Voice assistant for search
In designing the voice assistant, I did not pursue the goal of creating a conversational user
experience. In contrast, I set out to explore an voice-based command-based interface. The
design of the voice-based interface was informed by the findings of chapters 6 and 7.
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The proposed interfaces possesses the following functionality:
• submit a new query,
• navigate to the next and previous search result,
• read the document,
• skip ahead or back 3 seconds,
• increase or decrease speech rate,
• repeat previous phrase,
• cancel current action.
After a user submits a new query, the system returns a list of five search results and
starts reading out the first result, or an “instant answer” if one is available in the same
manner as VERSE did in chapter 7. Then the user can continue exploring the results by
pronouncing any of the above commands.
When synthesising audio clips for a search result, I used insight based on our study
described in chapter 6. In particular, a single audio result was generated by combining
the name of a website and a summary with sentences amended from the website’s content.
Additionally, to emphasise the website name and separation between different composite
parts of a result, I used a lower pitch setting to generate the website name, and added a
0.5 second pause before the beginning of the summary. To emphasise the end of a search
result, I added a “beep” sound in the end of each summary. To manipulate these prosodic
features, I used Google’s Text-to-Speech (TTS).
To enable alternative to voice controls, as was seen beneficial in chapter 7, I used the
buttons of the steering wheel as controls for the assistant. Additionally, I implemented a
push-to-talk protocol: the driver needed to push and hold a button while they talk and
release it once they were done pronouncing the command. All buttons were labelled in
case the participants forgot the initial briefing.
To facilitate search results retrieval, I used Google Cloud services: Text-to-Speech and
Google Search. When using Google Search, I somewhat unexpectedly, found out that
specifying domains “.com” and “.gov” enabled me to search a significant portion of the
web. To map user utterances to intents I used Facebook’s free service called Wit.ai service2.
2https://wit.ai
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Figure 8.1: The author uses our laboratory setup to test the study setup. The microphone
on the right is used to communicate with the voice assistant. The steering wheel is a part
of Logitech Momo set. The view on the screen is showing Beam.NG “East USA” route.
Simulated driving setup
To avoid the possibility of physical injury to participants and the experimenter, I simulated
a driving environment in the laboratory. For this purpose, I used a BeamNG.drive 3 game
installed on a Windows 10 PC via Steam 4. I used a free-roaming mode which allowed
participants to drive at their own speed and no other traffic present on the roads. I used a
loop road on East Coast USA map which was not extremely challenging, though still had
a three turns and began and finished with a stop sign.
I used Logitech Momo racing force feedback wheel and pedals to simulate the process
of driving. I also used an external condenser microphone placed right next to the steering
wheel to ensure the high quality of speech recognition but a far field microphone could be
used instead.
Study design
The selected driving route forms a closed loop. Therefore a single condition per loop can
be assigned. The first loop is used for practice – getting used to the controls and the




(2) driving with 2-back digit recall, and (3) driving with voice-based search. To keep track
of user load, participants can be asked to fill out NASA TLX after each loop. Throughout
the experiment data should be collected with respect to the steering wheel position, gas
and brake pedal positions, and car position within lane as described above. To understand
whether search task complexity plays a role in driver’s cognitive load, the complexity of
the search tasks can be varied from Remember to Analyse categories according to Bloom’s
taxonomy used in chapter 6.
8.3 Chapter summary
In this chapter, I discussed the findings of each research chapter of this thesis, how they
help answer the high level research questions posed in the Introduction. Furthermore, I
outlined how the findings of each chapter were reflected in the statement of this thesis.




This thesis aimed at exploring how people may interact with digital assistants capable of
human-like interaction and how existing digital assistants can be improved using currently
available levels of technology. The experiments described throughout this thesis resulted
in a set of design guidelines for digital assistants that can be divided into four categories
reflected in the statement of this thesis:
A productive interaction with a dialogue system critically depends on how naturally a
user can communicate their intent to the system, the understandability of the system’s
responses, the flexibility of the system’s parameters, and the diversity of information
accessible through the system.
9.1 Summary of Contributions
The research presented in this dissertation makes the following contributions.
Comparative analysis of user perception of human-powered and automated
text-based dialogue systems. Chapter 4 outlines the details of a user study in which
participants conducted web search tasks using automatic and human-powered assistants.
Unbeknownst to the participants, one of the automated assistants was human-powered.
The results of the study suggest that many users embrace the human-like interactions
with an automated assistant. Furthermore, in certain cases an interaction with a digital
assistant can be preferred to that with another person due the absence of social norms that
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should be followed. A list of design recommendations for digital assistants is proposed as
a result of this study.
Analysis of user language during interactions with a voice-based digital assis-
tant. Chapter 5, describes a detailed analysis of the language used by study participants
while guided through a culinary recipe by a voice-based digital assistant implemented us-
ing a Wizard-of-Oz protocol. The results of the analysis indicate that although the digital
assistant possessed basic functionality, participants nevertheless used highly conversational
language typical to that of a human-to-human interaction. Additionally, the chapter lays
out a list of opportunities for how this language can be taken advantage of to improve the
human-assistant interaction.
Design guidelines for synthesising audio-only search results. Chapter 6 reports on
results of two user studies comparing user search result preferences when the search results
are presented in a visual or an auditory interface. The findings demonstrate that the search
results selected using the text interface are more consistent with the ground truth ranking
than results selected using the audio interface. However, in selecting a single most relevant
result, both interfaces result in similar choice consistency suggesting that the content of
the web search results used in traditional visual interfaces is enough to make an accurate
selection. The chapter concludes with a list of design guidelines for presenting web search
results using an audio-only interface.
Incorporating features of screen readers into a voice-based digital assistant.
Chapter 7 discusses the idea of extending the capabilities of a voice-based digital assistants
with the functionality of a screen reader – the most popular accessibility tool for people
who are visually impaired. The chapter describes the implementation and usability testing
of a prototype based on the insight collected from an online survey of 56 people who are
blind. The results promote the extended functionality of voice-based digital assistants
borrowed from existing accessibility solutions.
The results of the experiments described in this dissertation demonstrate that digital
assistants can be of help whether or not they support human-like way of interaction or are
command-based. Further, digital assistants are a valuable technology that has many ways
to benefit general population during situational impairments and multitasking, users with
visual impairments. In certain cases digital assistants can even be preferred to a human
operator. As technology develops, users will adapt and adjust their behaviours as they do
today. However, when developing future digital assistants, system designers should take
a variety of interaction aspects into consideration and allow for users to customise the
behaviour of digital assistants in their preferred way.
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